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Abstract: 
This paper documents the effects of last place aversion in queues and its implications for customer experiences and 

behaviors, as well as for operating performance. An observational analysis of customers queuing at a grocery store, 
and four online studies in which participants waited in virtual queues, revealed that waiting in last place diminishes 

wait satisfaction while increasing the probabilities of switching and abandoning queues, with detrimental implications 

for queuing systems. The research suggests that last place aversion can lead to maladaptive customer behaviors – 

switching behaviors that increase wait times, and abandoning when the benefits of waiting are most pronounced. The 

results indicate that this behavior is partially explained by the inability to make a downward social comparison; 

namely, when no one is behind a queuing individual, that person is less certain that continuing to wait is worthwhile. 

Furthermore, this paper provides evidence that queue transparency is an effective service design lever that managers 

can use to reduce the deleterious effects of last place aversion in queues. When people can’t see that they’re in last 

place, the behavioral effects of last place aversion are nullified, and when they can see that they’re not in last place, 

the tendency to renege is greatly diminished. Finally, a system-level experiment, in which pairs of queues were created 

and analyzed, reveals that when the effects of last place aversion are addressed, overall abandonment decreases, such 

that with equivalent arrival and service rates, total service provision can be increased. 
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1. Introduction 

Queues are everywhere. We stand in them at airports, banks, coffee shops, deli counters, gas stations, 

grocery stores, hospitals, hotels, nightclubs, restaurants, ticket stands, and practically anywhere else that 

service is physically delivered. We wait in virtual queues as well – when we call customer support, hail an 

on-demand service, or order food online. By one estimate, Americans spend 37 billion hours waiting in 

queues each year (Stone 2012), which equates to roughly 118 hours for every man, woman, and child in 

the country. Since the practice of waiting one’s turn and the discipline of first-come, first-served are social 

norms that are instilled in us at a very young age, we have reason to be repelled by long queues – the more 

people ahead of us, the longer we’ll have to wait for service (Little 1961). However, the results of this paper 

indicate that it’s not just how long the line is in front of us, but also how short the line is behind us – in 

particular, whether we’re in last place – that intensifies the pain of waiting and influences our behaviors in 

queues, with adverse performance consequences for service operations.  

Prior research has identified the effect of the number of people waiting behind a queuing individual 

on that individual’s behavior, noting that as the number of people behind her increases, the probability that 

she will renege falls (Zhou and Soman 2003). This paper builds on that work by investigating the extent to 

which this effect may be driven by a discontinuity in peoples’ perceptions and behaviors when they are in 
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last place. Recent research outside the realm of queues has shown that people are “last place averse,” 

altering their preferences and behaviors in order to avoid being in last place (Kuziemko et al. 2014). This 

tendency has been shown in laboratory experiments and in survey data, illustrating how last place aversion 

affects preferences over redistribution. For example, people making just above the minimum wage are the 

most likely to oppose increasing it, since doing so could cause them to fall into last place themselves 

(Kuziemko et al. 2014). In many contexts, last place is ambiguous, since it is difficult to assess where in a 

distribution an individual perceives herself to be, and which distribution is at the top of mind. However, 

every queue has an end, and with it, an identifiable individual who is in last place. Research on last place 

aversion in queues, therefore, holds important promise for the field of operations management. To the extent 

that an aversion to being in last place discontinuously alters our preferences and behaviors, then the fleeting 

period of time that individuals spend at the end of the line might cause them to behave in ways that are 

myopic and counterproductive for themselves and the operation. Moreover, the observability of who is last 

in queues makes the last-place individual a ready target for operational interventions designed to diminish 

their pain of waiting, making insights on last place aversion actionable for practitioners.  

This paper contributes to the operations literature by documenting the customer and system-level 

effects of last place aversion in queues, distinguishing it from the linear effect of the number of people 

waiting behind a queuing individual (Zhou and Soman 2003), as well as from other drivers of queuing 

performance. At the customer level, this paper shows that after controlling for other factors, queuing in last 

place can diminish wait satisfaction and increase perceptions of wait duration, while increasing the 

probability the customer will disadvantageously switch queues or renege from the queue altogether. 

Individuals in last place were found to be nearly two and a half times more likely than those with a single 

person waiting behind them to switch queues, after controlling for other factors that should rationally 

influence the decision to switch, such as the relative states and service rates of both queues, and in the 

absence of visual information that could aid them in forecasting which line might be faster. Indeed, in this 

setting, last place participants who switched queues were found to wait longer on average than those who 

did not, and as a consequence reported being less satisfied with their waiting experiences.  Similarly, after 

controlling for other factors, individuals in last place who had the most to gain from waiting were found to 

be more than three times more likely to abandon queues than those who had a single person waiting behind 

them – behavior that in practice undermines customer utility and firm profits. The results provide evidence 

that this tendency to renege is due in part to the last place individual’s inability to make a downward social 

comparison, raising the question, “if nobody is willing to wait longer than me, then is staying in this queue 

worthwhile?”  Consistently, the results further show how queue transparency can be used as an effective 

design lever to stave off the negative effects of last place aversion in queues. For example, the results 

suggest that a call center that emphasizes what’s taking place in front of the customer when they are in last 
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place, and that additionally reveals the growing queue behind them when they’re not, should see a reduction 

in defections. 

Finally, the paper demonstrates that these customer-level effects have important system-level 

consequences. Experimentally eliminating the effects of last place aversion in the final study, by ensuring 

that no waiting participant ever perceives themselves to be in last place, reduces defections by 43.5%. With 

equivalent arrival and service rates, queues without last place aversion sustained a higher peak queue length 

and longer wait times, resulting in 12.5% more people being served over time. Taken together, these results 

reveal last place aversion to be a consequential and systematic bias that undermines the experiences and 

behaviors of customers, and the performance of queueing systems, which can be proactively managed 

through operational design. 

 
2. The psychology of queuing and last place aversion 

Although queuing is only the gateway to many service operations, it can wield considerable influence 

over how services are experienced, or whether they are experienced at all. Queuing imposes psychological 

costs on customers (Carmon, Shanthikumar, and Carmon 1995), with stress building as a marginally 

increasing function of the wait time (Osuna 1985).  Consequently, the nature and duration of a customer’s 

wait is an important driver of service satisfaction and loyalty (Taylor 1994; Hui and Tse 1996). Moreover, 

the dynamics of the queues encountered by customers influence their competing impulses to abandon or 

persist in the interaction, affecting customer utility and firm profitability. Experimental evidence suggests 

that customers often make suboptimal abandonment decisions – staying too long in queues they should 

have abandoned, and abandoning queues in which they should have remained (Janakiraman, Meyer, and 

Hoch 2011). Hence, understanding the drivers of customers’ experiences and behaviors in queues is of vital 

significance to operations management. 

A considerable stream of research on the psychology of queuing has enumerated situational and 

design-based factors that influence the experiences and behaviors of customers in queues, offering the 

promise that waiting experiences can be improved and customer abandonment can be reduced through 

active management (Allon and Kremer 2019; Chase and Dasu 2001; Cook et al. 2002; Norman 2009). Since 

people treat their time as a precious commodity (Becker 1965) and are risk averse in their decisions 

regarding its use (Leclerc, Schmidtt, and Dubé 1995), this research has largely focused on how to set 

conditions that diminish the perceived costs and maximize the perceived benefits of waiting. No prior work 

in this rich stream of literature has directly explored how the perceptual and behavioral implications of 

being last may differ discontinuously from the implications of occupying other positions in the line. 
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However, it’s plausible that the costs of waiting are never higher, and the perceived benefits are never lower 

than when one is in last place.  

From a cost perspective, the visual cue of a long line in front of the last place customer makes the costs 

of waiting salient, and is a particularly potent driver of abandonment (Lu, Olivares, and Schilkrut 2013). 

Even if the queue discipline is just, the inability of the newest arrival to know when each party in front of 

her arrived, and how the queue formed, may trigger concerns about the inequity of relative throughput times 

(Zhou and Soman 2008). Moreover, having observed and acquired the least information about the queue’s 

dynamics, last place customers are likely to experience the most uncertainty about the wait duration, while 

perceiving the least evidence of their progress, amplifying anxiety and their perceptions of the cost of 

waiting (Osuna 1985).  

The perceived benefits of waiting may feel similarly unfavorable at the end of the line. Operational 

transparency, enabling customers to observe the service process, has been shown to increase customer 

perceptions of service value and reduce their sensitivity to waiting (Buell, Kim, and Tsay 2017; Buell and 

Norton 2011). Since in physical queuing environments the service process typically resides at the head of 

a line, it’s often the case that the last place customer lacks operational transparency, undermining their 

perceptions of the benefits of waiting for service. Furthermore, although a long queue ahead may signal 

that the service is worth waiting for (Kremer and Debo 2016; Lu, Olivares, and Schilkrut 2013; Debo, 

Parlour, and Rajan 2012; Veeraraghavan and Debo 2009), the absence of anyone with a subordinated 

position in the line means there’s no visible evidence that anyone’s willing to wait as long as the last place 

customer.  

Consistent with these observations, although no prior work has systematically investigated the impact 

of last place aversion in queues, the number of people behind in a line has been shown to influence 

abandonment probabilities. In a series of experiments, Zhou and Soman (2003) demonstrate that customers 

are sensitive to the number of people in line behind them, and that as the number of people behind increases, 

the affective state of the customer rises, which in turn causes them to be less likely to renege (Zhou and 

Soman 2003). The authors highlight downward social comparisons as an explanation for the effect, which 

builds on a rich stream of the social psychology literature. People compare themselves to others in social 

situations (Festinger 1954; Buunk and Gibbons 2007), and those experiencing negative affect can enhance 

their subjective wellbeing by comparing themselves to someone who is less fortunate than they are (Wills 

1981). Related ideas have also been explored in the operations literature, where behind-averse and ahead-

seeking behaviors have been shown to have distinct implications for how systems should be designed to 

optimize performance and utility (Roels and Su 2014).  
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To the extent that downward social comparisons improve affect and diminish abandonments, one 

might expect that the complete inability to make a downward social comparison may cause those in last 

place to feel the pain of waiting especially acutely, yielding a discontinuity in affect that leads to perceptions 

and behaviors that differ from others waiting near the end of the line. Prior research of customers waiting 

in queues suggests that such a discontinuity might exist – for example, people in last place in a line are least 

likely to accept a payment to allow someone to enter the line in front of them (Oberholzer-Gee 2006). The 

presence of such a discontinuity could be practically consequential, as a readily-identifiable last place 

customer could be targeted with systematic interventions to improve their experience and the performance 

of the service operation. 

This proposition, that customer experiences and behaviors may vary discontinuously at the end of a 

queue, is consistent with recent behavioral economics research that shows people are last place averse. 

People are more likely to accept risky gambles, are less likely to exhibit generosity, and are more likely to 

support policies that are against their own best interests, when doing so gets them out of, or helps them 

avoid, being in last place (Kuziemko et al. 2014). Furthermore, the notion of last place aversion is consistent 

with behavioral patterns empirically observed in other non-queuing contexts. For example, emergency 

room doctors who receive public relative performance feedback are most likely to improve when it becomes 

transparent that their patients’ average length of stay is at the bottom of the distribution relative to those of 

the patients of their colleagues (Song et al. 2018).  Diners in restaurants exhibit an aversion to ordering the 

cheapest wine on the menu – with preferences clustering around the second cheapest option (McFadden 

1999). The pain of rejection stings most when one is picked last in gym class (Weir 2012). Likewise, it is 

reasonable to hypothesize that the phenomenon of last place aversion will carry over to queues, resulting in 

discontinuously aversive experiences for last place customers:  

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Individuals in last place are less satisfied with their waits than those waiting with 

a single person behind them. 

If being in last place leads to waits that are acutely dissatisfying, one can further hypothesize that 

individuals queuing in last place will be more likely to take action to reduce or completely forestall the time 

they spend waiting: 

Hypothesis 2 (H2): Individuals in last place are more likely to switch queues than those waiting with 

a single person behind them. 

Hypothesis 3 (H3): Individuals in last place are more likely to abandon queues than those waiting 

with a single person behind them. 

To the extent that last place aversion influences the experiences and behaviors of queuing customers, 

diminishing their satisfaction and reducing the probability that they will remain in the queue, one can 
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hypothesize by extension that its individual-level effects may propagate, having system-level consequences 

that hinder service performance. Namely, if customers experiencing last place aversion are more likely to 

abandon queues, then the presence of last place aversion may reduce the net number of customers who are 

ultimately served by a queuing system.1  

Hypothesis 4 (H4): Last place aversion reduces the number of customers who receive service in a 

queuing system. 

3. Presentation of studies 

Through five studies, conducted in physical and virtual queuing environments, this paper provides evidence 

of the impact of last place aversion on the experiences and behaviors of people waiting in queues, and the 

resulting consequences for service performance. In many contexts, ‘last place’ is an equivocal concept, but 

in queues, it is readily identifiable. A person is defined to be in last place when there is no one behind them 

in the queue, and the studies that follow explore the differential effects of being last, relative to other 

positions, on peoples’ perceptions and behaviors, and on queue and service performance.  

Study 1 is an observational analysis of the behavior of 284 customers awaiting service in a grocery 

store checkout lane. Studies 2-5 leverage an online queuing environment, which enabled the manipulation 

and careful instrumentation of dynamics experienced and exhibited by queuing individuals. Study 2 

explores the effects of last place aversion on queuing perceptions (H1). Study 3 investigates how last place 

aversion affects switching behaviors and subsequent queuing experiences (H2). Study 4 analyzes how last 

place aversion in queues affects reneging behaviors (H3), tests the moderating roles of queue transparency 

and discretion, and explores the perception that waiting is worthwhile as an underlying behavioral 

mechanism for the effects of last place aversion in queues. Study 5 explores the system-level consequences 

of last place aversion for queue and service performance (H4). In the presentation of each of the studies 

that follow, the paper reports how sample sizes were determined, all data exclusions, all manipulations, and 

all measures collected (Simmons, Nelson, and Simonsohn 2012).  

3.1 Study 1: Observational analysis 

As an initial test of the conjecture that last place aversion substantively affects queuing behavior, 284 

customers awaiting service in a grocery store checkout lane were observed. Over a five-hour period, the 

	
1 Such an outcome would not be mechanical. Namely, if in the absence of last place aversion, fewer customers 

defected from the queue while in last place, then the resulting queue would be longer in length and have longer wait 

times, characteristics which themselves may drive abandonment.  
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study focused on a single, centrally located queue, which had adjacent lanes on either side, which for the 

duration of the observational period were continuously open and providing service (Figure 1). The sample 

represents all customers who joined the queue during the period of observation. Of particular interest was 

under which conditions would customers switch from the focal queue to a non-focal one – and in particular, 

whether being in last place would prove to be a significant factor. 

 
 

Figure 1: Setting and queue orientation for observational analysis (Study 1). 

3.1.1. Data. Data were collected on the hour, minute, and second that each customer joined the focal 

queue, completed the checkout process, and if applicable, switched to a non-focal queue. Using these three 

data points from consecutive customer observations, the state of the queue for each second of each 

customer’s queuing experience was imputed. The resulting 24,210 customer-second level observations 

included the number of seconds since the customer joined the queue, a running tally of the time the clerk 

had spent processing the current customer, the cycle time of the last customer to be served, the number of 

people ahead of the customer in the queue, the number of people behind the customer in the queue, and 

whether the customer was in last place.  

The analysis focused on behaviors during the 9,440 observations in which customers were waiting for 

service, but had not yet received it. On average, these waiting customers had 1.48 people in front of them 

in line (SD = 0.850) and 0.47 people behind them (SD = 0.850). Customers who didn’t switch queues (N = 

139) spent an average of 124.36 seconds in line (SD = 77.14), 53.57 seconds waiting for service (SD = 
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49.80) and 70.79 seconds being served (SD = 51.68). Customers who did switch queues (N = 71), did so 

after waiting an average of 26.28 seconds (SD = 40.83).  

3.1.2. Empirical strategy. As depicted in Equation (1), switching probabilities,  , for 

customer i at second t were modeled as a function of positional and queue-related factors, using a random 

effects logistic regression to account for heterogeneous customer types, and with robust standard errors 

clustered by customer, to address serial correlation: 

   (1) 

	 In the specification above, , , and  are continuous variables, 

counting the number of customers ahead and behind the focal customer, respectively. and 	
denote the number of seconds since the focal customer entered the queue.  and  

capture the processing time of the current customer receiving service, and denotes the cycle time 

of the most recent customer to complete service. Of particular interest was whether, after controlling for 

other factors, customers in last place would be more likely to switch to a non-focal queue than customers 

waiting in other parts of the queue.  As such, Equation (2) introduces indicator variables for whether the 

focal customer was in last place, , and whether the focal customer had more than one person waiting 

behind her, .  

   (2) 

By setting one waiting customer behind as the omitted category, this specification facilitates 

comparing the switching probabilities of customers in last place with those of customers with a single 

person waiting behind them. 	

3.1.3. Analysis and results. Table 1 reveals that the pattern of results from this observational analysis 

is consistent with prior theory and empirical results about customer dynamics in queues.  Column (1) 

demonstrates that consistent with the sunk cost fallacy, the longer customers waited, the less likely they 

were to switch from the focal queue (α=-0.026, P < 0.01), though at a diminishing rate (α=0.0001, P < 

0.01). Customers were more likely to switch queues when there were more people in front of them (α=1.107, 

P < 0.05), but at a decreasing rate (α=-0.203, P < 0.05).  Customers appeared insensitive to current customer 

processing time (α=-0.008, P = NS), except in the case of unusually long duration transactions (α=0.00004, 

P < 0.05). Consistent with prior research (Zhou and Soman 2003), customers were less likely to switch 

when there were more people waiting behind them in the queue (α=-1.085, P < 0.05). However, Column 
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(2) uses indicator variables to disaggregate this effect. It reveals that holding all else constant, relative to 

having a single person waiting in line behind them, customers were 3.5 times more likely to switch queues 

when they were in last place (β=1.255, P < 0.05).  

 
 
Table 1: Probability of switching queues increases when customers are in “last place” (Study 1). Both 

models are estimated with random effects logistic regression. Robust standard errors, clustered by customer, 

are shown in parentheses. *, **, and ***, signify significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively. 

Interestingly, the effect of having more than one person waiting behind the customer had an 

insignificant incremental effect on the probability that she would switch queues (β=-0.654, P = 0.61), 

suggesting a discontinuity in behavior associated with being in last place. Indeed, of the 71 customers who 

switched during our period of observation, 65 did so when they were in last place, 5 did so with a single 

person behind them, and 1 did so with two people behind them. No customers switched queues with more 

than two customers behind them. Figure 2 graphically plots the marginal effects.  

Although the sharp discontinuity in behavior observed among last-place individuals is consistent with 

the presence of last place aversion in queues, there remain other potential explanations for this pattern of 

results. For example, it could be the case that the presence of merchandise displays and other customers 

impeded the switching behavior of all but those who were in last place, serving as an alternative explanation 

for the patterns observed. Moreover, the lack of instrumentation of the performance of the adjacent, non-

focal queues may mean the switching itself was rational – namely, the customer with the most to gain from 

(1) (2)

Pr(Switch) Pr(Switch)

Number behind customer -1.085**

(0.449)

Last place indicator 1.255**

(0.570)

Number behind > 1 indicator -0.654

(1.277)

Number ahead 1.107** 1.076**

(0.504) (0.508)

Number ahead² -0.203** -0.195**

(0.097) (0.097)

Time since joining queue -0.026*** -0.026***

(0.007) (0.007)

Time since joining queue² 0.000*** 0.000***

(0.000) (0.000)

Current processing time -0.008 -0.008

(0.006) (0.006)

Current processing time² 0.000** 0.000**

(0.000) (0.000)

Cycle time 0.001 0.001

(0.002) (0.002)

Constant -5.059*** -6.276***

(0.607) (0.823)

Observations 9,440 9,440

Number of customer 210 210
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switching to a short adjacent queue would be the person at the end of the line. Consequently, to rule out 

alternative explanations for the switching patterns observed, to test whether the behaviors engendered by 

being last in queues are rational or maladaptive, and to examine whether last place aversion may have 

broader implications for queuing dynamics and performance, further analysis was required. 

 

Figure 2: Marginal effects plot (Study 1). The results demonstrate a discontinuity, wherein people were 

more likely to switch queues when they were in last place. Controlling for other factors, customers were 

3.5 times more likely during any given second to switch queues when they were in last place, relative to 
having just one person waiting behind them. 95% confidence intervals are provided with each marginal 

effects estimate. 

3.2 Study 2: Queue perceptions (H1) 

Study 1 provided field evidence that customers are more likely to switch when they are in last place, 

hinting that being in last place may have a substantive effect on customers’ experiences and behaviors. 

Study 2 explores the effect of last place aversion on customer experiences – specifically, on how being in 

last place affects wait satisfaction and perceptions of wait duration. To do so, participants were recruited 

online to wait in a queue to complete a five-question survey. 

3.2.1 Participants. 502 participants (56.2% female, Mage=39.07, SD=12.88) completed this experiment 

on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform in exchange for 50 cents (Buhrmester, Kwang, and Gosling 

2011; Mason and Suri 2012). Participants were recruited to take part in a five-question survey, and were 

informed that completing the survey would take 2-5 minutes.  
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3.2.2 Design and procedure. As each participant arrived and completed the informed consent process, 

they were told, “on the next screen, you will join a first-come-first-served line to take a 5-question survey. 

If you wait in the line and complete the survey, you will receive 50 cents. To keep the line moving, when 

your turn comes, you must click a button within 10 seconds to progress to the survey or you will be 

disqualified.” When participants advanced to the next screen, they joined a queue. The length of the queue 

they joined, as well as whether they waited in last place, were determined by random assignment, such that 

participants entered one condition of a 5(starting queue position: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) x 2(last place: no, yes) 

experimental design. The target sample size of 500 participants was chosen in order to capture 

approximately 50 participants in each condition. 

Starting queue position was operationalized as the participant’s initial position in the queue upon 

arrival, such that, for example, a person randomly assigned to a starting position of 4 would see herself as 

fourth in line to complete the survey when she first joined the queue. Last place was operationalized by 

whether any participants were shown to arrive after the focal participant. Participants randomly assigned 

not to be in last place observed a participant arriving in the queue 3 seconds after their own arrival. 

Participants randomly-assigned to the last place condition spent the duration of their wait in last place. 

Hence, the difference between the treatment and control conditions estimated in this experiment compare 

the effect of waiting in last place with the effect of waiting in second to last place. As participants waited 

to complete the survey, they observed their current position and progress in the queue, depicted from above 

(Figure 3A). Each participant saw herself or himself represented as a yellow circle, with the word “YOU” 

superimposed over the top. Other simulated participants were represented with one of 41 randomly-

assigned avatars.  

To ensure consistent and comparable experiences across participants who waited in different 

conditions, the simulated queue was set to advance at a pace of 18 seconds per participant, but because of 

internet latency, the actual average cycle time experienced by participants was 20.43 seconds per participant 

(SD = 2.06 seconds).  

When participants reached the front of the queue, they were instructed to click a button within 10-

seconds to advance to the survey. This step was included to ensure participants remained present throughout 

the duration of their wait, as would be required in typical physical queuing environments. 17 participants 

closed their browser window before reaching the front of the queue (59% of participants who closed their 

browsers were in the last place condition), and 21 participants failed to click the attention check button 

within 10 seconds (62% of participants who failed the attention check were in the last place condition), 

resulting in the sample of 502 participants described above. 
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A. 

 

B. 

 

 

C. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Queue displays for Studies 2-5. Study 2 explored how relative queue position affected wait time 

satisfaction and perceived wait duration (Panel A). Study 3 explored how relative queue position affected 
switching behavior (Panel B). Study 4 investigated how relative queue position affected defection from the 

queue (Panel C). Study 5 resembled the design of Study 4 (Panel C), except that in treatment conditions, 

digital confederates were added behind each waiting participant in order to nullify the effects of last place 

aversion by ensuring that no participant perceived herself or himself to be in last place. 
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3.2.3 Independent measures. Independent measures included the participant’s starting position in the 

queue and whether the participant waited in last place. As a manipulation check, each participant’s total 

waiting time was also measured. Intuitively, participants’ waiting time should be affected by their 

randomly-assigned queue position, and not by whether they were randomly assigned to be in last place. 

Indeed, a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) revealed that wait time varied by the starting position 

condition F(4,494)=9,196.51, P<0.01, but not by the last place condition F(1,497)=0.20, P=0.65. 

3.2.4 Survey measures. Participants who reached the front of the queue and passed the attention check 

progressed to the survey, where they were asked to rate their wait satisfaction, “Please rate your overall 

satisfaction with the length of your wait, on a scale of 1-7 (1= extremely dissatisfied; 7 = Extremely 

satisfied),” (M = 5.28, SD = 1.43) and to estimate the duration of their wait, “Please estimate how long you 

waited to take the survey (in seconds),” (M = 54.73, SD = 49.34). Participants were also asked to report 

their gender, their year of birth, and the highest level of education they had completed. The average 

participant spent 24.44 seconds (SD = 16.50 seconds) answering these five questions. To facilitate 

comparability across empirical specifications, participants who failed to answer all the survey questions 

were excluded from the analysis, resulting in a final sample of 499 participants (55.91% female, 

Mage=39.02, SD=12.85), though all results are substantively similar with all observations included. 

3.2.5 Empirical strategy. As depicted in Equation (3) below, ex-post perceptions of the queue – 

participants’ perceptions of how long they waited, and how satisfied they were with their wait –were 

modeled cross-sectionally using OLS regression with robust standard errors as a function of positional and 

queue-related dynamics they experienced during their wait: 

   (3) 

In the above specification,  is an indicator variable denoting whether the participant was 

assigned to spend the duration of her wait in last place. 	  captured the starting queue position of 

the participant upon her arrival in the queue. Since the service time of each individual shown in the queue 

was deterministic and constant, and no simulated participants defected from the queue, the actual waiting 

time participants experienced was highly correlated with their starting queue position (ρ=0.993). However, 

alternative specifications, presented in the online appendix that include controls for actual waiting time, 

produce similar results. Finally,  represents a vector of control variables, denoting the participant’s 

gender, age, and level of education. Controlling for these factors, participants who spent their queuing 

experience in last place were hypothesized to be less satisfied than those who did not, which serves as the 

test of H1. 

PERCEPTIONSi = γ 0 + γ 1LASTi + γ 2STARTi + Xi + εi

LASTi
STARTi

Xi
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Table 2: Participants were less satisfied and perceived marginally longer waits when they spent the duration 

of their wait in last place, although waiting in last place had no impact on actual wait duration (Study 2). 
All models are estimated with OLS regression with robust standard errors shown in parentheses. *, **, and 

***, signify significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively. Wait satisfaction results, which are 

based on a 7-point Likert scale, are substantively similar when modelled with ordered probit regression, 

and are presented in the online appendix. 

3.2.6 Analysis and results. Intuitively, and as shown in Table 2 Columns 1-2, participants reported 

lower wait satisfaction (ɣ = -0.297, P < 0.01) and higher wait time estimates (ɣ = 18.815, P < 0.01), when 

they were randomly assigned to begin their wait further back in the queue. However, consistent with H1, 

Column (1) shows that participants randomly assigned to be in last place reported wait satisfaction that was 

significantly lower than participants waiting in equivalent queues with a single individual shown waiting 

behind them (ɣ = -0.249, P < 0.05). Interestingly, Column (2) shows that participants randomly-assigned 

to be in last place also perceived their waits to be marginally longer than those who experienced their wait 

with a single person waiting behind them (ɣ = 6.822, P < 0.10), although Column (3) reveals that being in 

last place had no impact on the actual amount of time participants waited (ɣ = 0.150, P =0.60). 

These results are interesting, since the sizable effects of last place aversion persist in a controlled 

experiment, which holds constant all other facets of the wait.  This suggests that being in last place is, in 

and of itself, what’s diminishing customer experiences – not the prolonged wait duration that’s associated 

with being in last place. What’s more, controlling for other factors, the decline in satisfaction participants 

reported from being in last place was similar in magnitude to the decline in satisfaction they reported for 

having an extra person waiting in front of them  – for these participants, waiting in last place had a similar 

effect on their subjective experience as having to wait in a longer queue – with an extra person standing in 

(1) (2) (3)
Wait satisfaction Wait estimate Actual wait

Last place indicator -0.249** 6.822* 0.150
(0.122) (3.849) (0.264)

Starting queue position -0.297*** 18.815*** 18.036***
(0.042) (1.345) (0.106)

Female indicator 0.199 -4.172 -0.330
(0.122) (3.892) (0.265)

Age 0.013*** 0.037 0.001
(0.005) (0.129) (0.009)

Education -0.059 -2.060 0.141*
(0.048) (1.391) (0.082)

Constant 5.939*** 4.308 4.819***
(0.292) (7.961) (0.494)

Observations 499 499 499
Adjusted R-squared 0.106 0.290 0.987
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front of them. In a separate experiment reported in the online appendix, with a similar design, except that 

actual queues were formed and analyzed, participants reported an even stronger aversion to being in last 

place. The decline in wait time satisfaction experienced by a last place participant was the same as the drop 

experienced by participants who waited 70 additional seconds to take the survey – the equivalent of waiting 

behind two additional people. Perhaps this difference in magnitude is attributable to the increased realism 

of the experience of waiting in an actual queue – where service and arrival rates are stochastic, and where 

individuals exhibit a wider range of observable queueing behaviors, such as reneging when progress is 

slower than anticipated. Hence, the studies that follow analyze the behaviors of participants waiting in 

actual queues, rather than simulated ones. 

3.3 Study 3: Last place aversion and switching behavior (H2) 

Study 2 highlighted how peoples’ queuing experiences and perceptions are undermined by being in 

last place. Perhaps this negative affect can cause last place customers to behave in ways that run against 

their own self-interest; for example, switching queues when persisting would reduce their wait. Such a 

tendency would be consistent with prior research showing how people will accept risky gambles to get out 

of being in last place in non-queuing contexts (Kuziemko et al. 2014). In Study 1, customers were found to 

be 3.5 times more likely to switch queues when they were in last place, but such behavior might be 

advantageous if the last place customer was acting strategically – for example, only switching if the adjacent 

queue was shorter or moving faster, or if the servers or customers in the adjacent queue appeared to be more 

prepared to work quickly through their transactions. Study 3 replicates the conditions of the observational 

analysis from Study 1 in an online environment, to investigate the effects of last place aversion on switching 

behaviors in a setting that expressly controls for strategic reasons to switch queues. The online environment 

of Study 3 allows for continuous monitoring of the speed and relative length of the focal and paired queues, 

and its design eliminates context clues that would allow participants to anticipate the duration of others’ 

service times or to observe the arrival process. These features allow for a direct test of H2 – of whether, 

ceteris paribus, people in last place exhibit a heightened tendency to switch queues. If they do, then last 

place-induced switching may lead to poorer outcomes for customers. 

3.3.1 Participants. 302 participants (41.7% female, Mage=35.08, SD=10.63) completed this study on 

the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform in exchange for 50 cents. Participants were recruited using the same 

language as Study 2. Although 369 participants completed the online informed consent process and joined 

a queue, 43 participants (11.7%) exited the study while waiting in the queue, and an additional 24 

participants (6.5%) were disqualified when they failed to click the button to proceed to the survey within 

10 seconds. Data from the remaining 302 participants were analyzed.   
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3.3.2 Design and procedure. Study 3 replicated the design of Study 2 with three important 

modifications. First, instead of analyzing the behavior of participants in simulated queues, participants in 

Study 3 joined an actual, first-come-first-served queue. Second, instead of being added to the end of a single 

queue, participants were added to the end of the shorter of two queues in a paired queue system (Figure 
3B). Each queue in the system was allowed to reach a maximum of 6 participants. When both queues 

reached a maximum number of participants, a new paired queue system was opened to accommodate the 

new arrivals to the Study. However, when a queue fell below 6 participants, due either to participants 

quitting or advancing through the survey, that queue was again eligible to accept new arrivals. Each new 

arrival was automatically added to the shortest available queue across all systems, resulting in the true-to-

life queuing dynamic of new customers arriving perpetually. Third and finally, unlike Study 2, participants 

were given the opportunity to switch between the paired queues. If a participant desired to switch to the 

other queue, she could do so by clicking a green circular button at the end of the opposing queue that was 

labeled, “Move Here.” Clicking the button would result in being placed at the end of the opposing queue, 

a behavior that served in the experiment as the indicator of switching queues.  Importantly, as in physical 

environments, if a participant switched queues, she would lose her place in line, if there had been another 

person behind her, or if another participant subsequently arrived and took the place she previously occupied. 

3.3.3 Independent measures. While participants waited to complete the survey, data were recorded 

every ten seconds, as well as any time they chose to switch queues, on the number of participants in front 

of them in the queue (M = 1.72, SD = 1.48), the number of participants behind them in the queue (M = 1.62, 

SD = 1.51), whether they were in last place (M = 0.33, SD = 0.47), and the number of seconds that had 

elapsed since they joined the queue (M = 69.08, SD = 54.45). Moreover, the status of the opposing queue 

was recorded in parallel. Participants might logically choose to switch to the opposing queue if it was 

shorter than the queue in front of them. Hence, a “paired queue comparison” metric was generated that 

tallied the difference between the number of people currently ahead of the participant, and the number of 

people who would be ahead of the participant if she switched to the opposing queue (M = -2.49, SD = 1.83).  

Additionally, the cycle time of both the focal and opposing queues were measured, using the processing 

time for the last participant to receive service, in order to control for the relative pace of the queues (M = 

24.19, SD = 9.98, and M = 23.98, SD = 10.25, respectively). Incorporating these lagged indicators results 

in dropping observations from participants waiting before the first person served in a queue received 

service, though the results are substantively similar if cycle time controls are not included. Participants 

waited in the queues for an average of 91.12 seconds (SD = 78.21 seconds) before progressing to the survey. 

3.3.4 Dependent Measures. The key dependent measure for this study was whether the participant 

chose to switch queues during a particular recorded scenario as described above. Consistent with the 
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observational results in Study 1 and H2, the hypothesis underlying Study 3 was that after controlling for 

other factors, participants would be more likely to switch queues when they were in last place. The average 

participant switched queues 1.28 times during her wait (SD = 5.58). For our primary analysis, we focus on 

participants who switched queues 12 or fewer times, which excludes (N = 5) participants, who switched a 

disproportionate number of times (M = 39.4, SD = 16.24). However, all presented results are substantively 

similar if all observations are included, or if stricter cutoffs are imposed. As a secondary dependent measure, 

the total queuing times for participants were captured. Being in last place was hypothesized to increase the 

probability of switching behavior, and since Study 3 was designed to remove contextual cues that would 

allow participants to switch strategically, switching in this environment was predicted to extend the duration 

of a participant’s wait. Participants who did not switch queues (N = 234) waited an average of 77.30 seconds 

to take the survey (SD = 68.08). Participants who did switch queues (N = 68) waited an average of 138.69 

seconds (SD = 91.66). Of course, the fact that switchers waited longer for service does not necessarily mean 

that switching was irrational. 

The virtual queuing environment made it possible to track the behavior and survey time of every 

individual within the paired queue system, and to impute an average transition time between survey 

participants, such that for every switch made by a participant, a counterfactual could be calculated 

reconstructing the wait time the participant would have had if she and those in front of her had not switched 

queues. Owing to the prevalence of switching, these counterfactuals are, hence, overestimated. Had no 

queue switching occurred, participants (N = 302) would have waited an average of 78.85 seconds (SD = 

58.33 seconds) before taking the survey. Participants who chose not to switch (N = 234) would have waited 

an average of 77.63 seconds (SD = 59.93 seconds), and participants who chose to switch would have waited 

an average of 83.06 seconds (SD = 52.67 seconds), wait times that are statistically indistinguishable 

(T(300)=0.675, P=0.50). However, in general, each additional switch by a participant tended to result in 

nominally longer wait times (Figure 4), suggesting that switching behavior may have been costly. To test 

whether last place-induced switching may have been maladaptive, the total queuing time for each 

participant is modelled as a function of whether she switched, controlling for how long she would have 

waited had she not switched. 

3.3.5 Survey Measures. As with Study 2, participants were asked to rate their wait satisfaction, “Please 

rate your overall satisfaction with the length of your wait, on a scale of 1-7 (1= extremely dissatisfied; 7 = 

extremely satisfied),” (M = 4.39, SD = 1.70) and to estimate the duration of their waits, “Please estimate 

how long you waited to take the survey (in seconds),” (M = 99.84, SD = 90.61). Participants were also 

asked to report their gender, their year of birth, and the highest level of education they had completed.  
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3.3.6 Empirical approach. As depicted in Equation (4), switching probabilities, , for 
participant i during time period t were modeled as a function of positional and queue-related factors, using 
a random effects logistic regression with robust standard errors clustered by participant, as follows: 

   (4) 

As in previous analyses, in the specification above, is an indicator variable denoting whether 
the participant was in last place, , , , and  are indicator variables denoting 
whether additional participants were waiting behind in the queue, with a single person waiting behind as 
the excluded category.  and  count the number of participants ahead of the focal 
participant in the queue. and  controls for how long the participant has been waiting in the 
queue, and  indicates the current cycle time of the queue, measured as the service time of the last 
participant to complete the survey.  Additionally, to account for rational reasons that participants might 
switch queues, the cycle time of the paired queue, , and , which compares the 
number of participants ahead of the focal participant with the number of participants who would be ahead 
of her if she switched to the other queue. As in the other studies, a vector of participant-level control 
variables  is also included.  

To test whether the switching engendered by last place aversion may be maladaptive, in the sense that 
it can worsen peoples’ objective and perceived waiting experiences, its effects on total wait times and wait 
satisfaction are additionally modelled. In Equation (5), queuing experiences of participant i,    

, are modelled in a cross-sectional OLS regression with robust standard errors as a function 
of indicator variables for whether the participant switched while in last place, , or 
otherwise, ; a count of the number of people ahead of the participant when she first joined 
the line,  and , and the sum of the service times for each of the participants 
initially waiting in front of the participant, , a prediction of the participant’s anticipated service 
time if no participants in the queue switched.  

   (5) 

By controlling for the state of the queue when the participant arrived, and her predicted wait if she 
chose not to switch, the coefficients on  and  partial out the effect of the 
choice to switch on wait times and satisfaction, holding constant what the objective experience of the 
participant would have been in the absence of switching. Positional and queue-related aspects of the wait 
that extend beyond the initial state of the queue each participant encountered are excluded from this cross-
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sectional analysis, since they are endogenous with the choice to switch. If switching while in last place in 
this environment is experience enhancing, we should expect to see that switching will be associated with 
reduced wait times and increased satisfaction. If instead it is maladaptive, we should expect switching while 
in last place to be associated with longer waits and lower levels of satisfaction, after controlling for what 
the participant’s experiences would have been in the absence of switching. 

3.3.7 Analysis and Results. Table 3, Column (1) corroborates the results from Study 1 by showing 

that, controlling for other factors, people are discontinuously more likely to switch queues when they are 

in last place (δ = 1.404, P < 0.01). After an initial person joins behind the focal participant, the probability 

of switching falls significantly, and adding a second, third, fourth, or fifth person waiting behind has no 

incremental effect on the probability of switching (Ps>0.14). Column (2) builds on the analysis in Study 1 

by controlling for the state of the paired queue. Although participants were insensitive to the cycle time of 

the paired queue (δ = -0.215, P =0.13), participants were more likely to switch when doing so would result 

in having fewer people ahead (δ = 0.407, P < 0.01). However, consistent with H2, participants in last place 

were still 2.49 times more likely to switch queues when they were in last place, relative to having just a 

single person waiting behind them (δ = 1.22, P < 0.01). As plotted in Figure 5, the difference was 

discontinuous. Adding a second person behind the focal individual had a marginal impact on reducing 

switching probabilities (δ = -1.00, P < 0.10), but adding additional people had an insignificant effect 

(Ps>0.57). These results are particularly surprising, because they’re documented after controlling for the 

state of the alternative queue, and in a context bereft of the cues that would enable people to switch 

strategically. These results are consistent with the idea that the aversive nature of waiting in last place, and 

its effect on perceptions that the wait is actually longer, is enough to increase the probability that people 

will switch, independent of whether doing so will reduce their wait time. Being in last place, in and of itself, 

is enough to increase switching probabilities. 

Conventional wisdom suggests that switching is a rational behavior used by people to get through lines 

faster. That is, if a person intuits that their line is slower than the alternative, they will switch to reduce their 

overall wait. Study 3 was designed experimentally and econometrically to control away rational reasons for 

switching, and the results above demonstrate that even after withholding rational reasons for doing so, 

people in last place can still be more likely to switch. Columns (3) and (4) investigate how the choice to 

switch in this context affects wait duration and wait satisfaction. Intuitively, wait duration was longer and 

wait satisfaction was lower when participants’ imputed wait time without switching was longer (ζ = 1.04, 

P < 0.01 and ζ  = -0.01, P < 0.05, respectively). Wait satisfaction was also reduced among participants who 

started further back in the queue (ζ  = -0.568 P < 0.05), though at a diminishing rate (ζ  = 0.069 P < 0.05). 

However, even after controlling for these factors, switching while in last place was associated with an 
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additional 27.22 seconds of waiting, relative to those who chose not to switch (ζ  = 27.22 P < 0.01). These 

results suggest that from an objective standpoint, the increased switching engendered by being in last place 

can be maladaptive, in the sense that it can result in longer waits. Owing to their lost positional advantage, 

people who switched while not in last place increased their total wait even longer (ζ  = 41.25 P < 0.01). 

Moreover, although people who switched when they were not in last place were no more nor less satisfied 

with their waits than those who chose not to switch (ζ  = -0.43 P = NS), people who switched while in last 

place were less satisfied with their waits than those who decided not to switch (ζ  = -0.69 P < 0.05). 

 

Table 3: Being in last place significantly increases switching behavior, and switching prolongs wait 
duration, undermining satisfaction (Study 3). Robust standard errors, clustered at the individual level, are 
shown in parentheses in Columns 1-2. Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses in Columns 3-4. 
Adjusted R-squared metrics cannot be calculated for random effects logistic models, and are accordingly 
not provided in Columns 1-2 *, **, and ***, signify significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively. 
Wait satisfaction results, which are based on a 7-point Likert scale, are substantively similar when modelled 
with ordered probit regression, and are presented in the online appendix. 

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Pr(Switch) Pr(Switch) Total wait Wait satisfaction

Last place indicator 1.404*** 1.217***
(0.327) (0.330)

Two behind indicator -0.820 -1.003*
(0.550) (0.595)

Three behind indicator -0.723 -0.408
(0.683) (0.723)

Four behind indicator - -

Five behind indicator -0.899 0.066
(1.081) (1.135)

Number ahead -0.313 -0.477*
(0.252) (0.272)

Number ahead² 0.076 0.066
(0.048) (0.049)

Last place switch indicator 27.220*** -0.691**
(6.988) (0.300)

Other switch indicator 41.252*** -0.427
(11.067) (0.428)

Initial number ahead 3.946 -0.568**
(4.032) (0.223)

Initial number ahead² -0.595 0.069**
(0.583) (0.032)

Imputed wait time without switching 1.037*** -0.008**
(0.079) (0.004)

Time since joining queue -0.020* -0.017
(0.011) (0.012)

Time since joining queue² 0.000 0.000
(0.000) (0.000)

Cycle time -0.015 -0.011
(0.014) (0.014)

Paired queue cycle time -0.022
(0.014)

Paired queue comparison 0.407***
(0.079)

Female indicator -0.538 -0.445 0.519 0.438***
(0.389) (0.380) (3.047) (0.163)

Age -0.064*** -0.065*** -0.041 -0.005
(0.019) (0.019) (0.120) (0.006)

Education -0.006 0.051 0.961 -0.071
(0.128) (0.127) (0.935) (0.057)

Constant -0.638 0.762 -9.252 6.137***
(0.960) (0.996) (6.995) (0.351)

Observations 2,316 2,270 297 296
Model type RE Logit RE Logit OLS OLS
Adjusted R-squared 0.869 0.357
Number of participants 225 217 297 296
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Figure 5: Marginal effects plot (Study 3). The results demonstrate a discontinuity, wherein people were 
more likely to switch queues when they were in last place. Controlling for all factors included in the fully-
specified model, including the relative state of the alternative queue, participants were 2.49 times more 
likely to switch queues when they were in last place, relative to having just one person waiting behind 
them. Observations were recorded every ten seconds, as well as during any instance when participants 
switched queues.  95% confidence intervals are provided with each marginal effects estimate. 

Building on Study 2, these results highlight a second way that last place aversion in queues 

substantively affects customer service performance. The diminished experiences that arise from being in 

last place (e.g., lower wait satisfaction and longer perceived wait duration) can translate to switching 

behaviors, which can in turn further prolong waits and undermine wait time satisfaction. Adding insult to 

injury, not only did switching prolong total wait duration, last place participants who switched wound up 

spending more than twice as much time in last place on average – up from 20.90 seconds (SD = 25.93) to 

50.46 seconds (SD = 33.66)  (T(295) = 7.19, P < 0.01). These dynamics lend support to the idea that the 

behaviors emanating from last place aversion in queues can be maladaptive, in that they can substantively 

worsen customers’ queuing experiences. 

3.4 Study 4: Last place aversion and reneging behavior (H3) 

Study 4 explores the effects of last place aversion on reneging behaviors – the choice to quit a line and 

forgo a service altogether. To the extent that being in last place diminishes customer experiences, as 

hypothesized in H3, queuing individuals may be most likely to give up on the line when they are in last 

place. Although quitting while in last place means the participant forgoes the service for which they are 

queuing, such behavior may be rational if it applies disproportionately to circumstances where the service 

delivered isn’t worth the wait. Study 4 explores this possibility – investigating the moderating role of 
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completion utility on last place-induced reneging. Moreover, Study 4 investigates downward social 

comparison as a potential mechanism explaining the effects of last place aversion on reneging behavior, by 

studying whether being in last place makes people perceive that waiting is less worthwhile. Finally, Study 

4 explores the impact of queue transparency, a service design choice that may be used by managers in some 

circumstances to combat the deleterious effects of last place aversion on service performance. If last place 

aversion drives reneging behaviors in queues, transparency into one’s relative position may increase 

abandonment when participants can see that they are in last place and it may reduce abandonment when 

participants can see that they’re not. 

3.4.1 Participants: 1,429 participants (50.5% female, Mage=36.45, SD=11.61) completed this study on 

the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform in exchange for 50 cents. Participants were recruited using the same 

language as in the prior online studies. 

3.4.2 Design and Procedure: Study 4 replicated the design of the previous online studies, returning to 

a single queue with a capped capacity of six participants. Unlike the prior studies, the design of Study 4 

formally allowed participants to abandon the queue without surfing away from the experiment. Beneath the 

textual description of the participant’s current status in the queue was included an additional instruction 

that invited participants to leave the line early in exchange for a reduced level of compensation (Figure 
3C). The degree to which waiting in the queue was discretionary was manipulated by offering different 

levels of compensation to participants who chose to renege – ranging in ten cent increments from 5 cents 

to 45 cents. When a low (high) level of compensation was offered for abandoning, the incremental 

compensation for completing the survey was relatively high (low), mimicking service scenarios in which 

waiting for service is less (more) discretionary. Participants read “Want to leave the line now? Click the 

button below to leave the line now. If you leave now, you will receive [5, 15, 25, 35, 45] cents instead of 

50 cents.” Study 4 additionally manipulated queue transparency, whether or not participants could see the 

queue itself. In the transparent condition, participants saw both the pictorial and textual representations of 

their current position in the queue. In the non-transparent condition, participants only saw the textual 

representation of their current position in the queue. Importantly, although the textual representation 

presented information about how many participants were ahead in the queue, for example, “You are 

currently fourth in line to take the survey,” it presented no information about the status of the queue behind 

the participant; crucially, whether the participant was in last place.  

Since there were ten conditions in this study, a recruiting target of 1,200 participants who did not 

renege from the queue was established. The aim of this strategy was to yield a minimum of 20 observations 
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per rank per condition from participants who did not renege, plus additional observations from participants 

who chose to renege – offering sufficient power for the analysis. 

3.4.3 Independent measures. As in Study 3, while participants waited to complete the survey, data 

were recorded every ten seconds, as well as any time they chose to renege, on the number of participants 

in front of them in the queue (M = 1.47, SD = 1.49), the number of participants behind them in the queue 

(M = 0.99, SD = 1.16), whether they were in last place (M = 0.47, SD = 0.50), and the number of seconds 

that had elapsed since they joined the queue. The 240 participants who reneged did so after waiting an 

average of 15.94 seconds (SD = 22.29 seconds). The remaining 1,189 participants, who did not abandon 

the queue, waited for an average of 75.00 seconds (SD = 54.67 seconds) before progressing to the survey. 

Queue cycle times were also measured, as the average processing time for the participants served by each 

queue (M = 26.39 seconds, SD = 5.63 seconds). 

3.4.4 Dependent Measures. The focal dependent measure for this study was whether the participant 

chose to renege from the queue. Study 4 was designed to test the hypothesis that controlling for other 

factors, people would be more likely to renege when they were in last place. Indeed, of the 240 participants 

who reneged, 146 (60.8%) did so when they were in last place.  

3.4.5 Survey Measures. As with Studies 2 and 3, participants who waited in the queue were asked to 

rate their wait satisfaction, “Please rate your overall satisfaction with the length of your wait, on a scale of 

1-7 (1= Extremely dissatisfied; 7 = Extremely satisfied),” (M = 4.36, SD = 1.70). Unlike the previous 

studies, participants who waited and participants who reneged were additionally asked to rate the degree to 

which they agreed or disagreed with the statement, “It was worth my time to wait in the line I just 

experienced,” on a scale of 1-7 (1 = Strongly disagree; 7 = Strongly agree). Participants were also asked to 

report their gender, their year of birth, and the highest level of education they had completed.  

3.4.6. Empirical approach. As depicted in Equation (6), the probability that participant i would renege 
at time t, , was modelled as a function of positional and queue-related factors using a 
random effects logistic regression with robust standard errors clustered at the participant level: 

   (6) 

Pr RENEGEit( )

logit Pr RENEGEit( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ =η0 +η1LASTit +η22BEHit +η33BEHit +η44BEHit +η55BEHit

+η6TRANSi +η7LASTit ×TRANSi +η8COMPi +TRANSi ×COMPi
+η9LASTit ×TRANSi ×COMPi +η10AHEADit +η11AHEAD

2
it

+η12WAITit +η13WAIT
2
it +η14CYCLEit + Xi + εit
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In the equation above, serves as an indicator variable for whether the participant is in last place, 
and in this specification captures whether participants who can’t see they are in last place are more likely 
to defect than those waiting with one person behind them in the queue. If queue transparency is an effective 
design lever for reducing last place customer defection, this coefficient should be insignificantly different 
from zero. , , , and , likewise, are indicator variables capturing the 
incremental impact of having more than one person behind the focal participant in the queue. is an 
indicator variable denoting whether the queue was transparent to the participant, and in turn, whether seeing 
when she was not in last place had an effect on reneging behavior. measures whether 
being in last place has a differential effect when there’s queue transparency. Since we should only expect 
the effects of last place aversion to affect a person’s behavior when she can see she is in last place, this 
interaction term serves as our focal variable for testing H3, that last place aversion will increase reneging 
behavior.  indicates the level of compensation the participant was offered to quit the queue, with 
higher levels of compensation leading to a more discretionary queuing environment. 
measures whether the effects of queue transparency on defection depend on how discretionary the wait is. 
Finally,   denotes whether the effects of last place aversion depend on the 
completion utility of the service. A positive coefficient would be consistent with the idea that last place-
induced switching is rational, since it would indicate that last place participants are more likely to renege, 
when they are queuing for less valuable services. Such a behavior would be rational in that it would suggest 
people are strategically opting out of waiting for a less valuable service before they invest too much time 
in the queue. A negative coefficient would indicate that last place-induced reneging is maladaptive, in that 
it is causing people to quit the queue when they have more to gain from receiving the service. As in the 
previous studies,  , , , , , and  accounted for the 
number of participants ahead and behind in the queue, the elapsed wait time, and the cycle time of the most 
recent participant to receive service. 

In order to test the idea that people in last place, who can see that no one has lined up behind them for 
service, perceive the wait to be systematically less worthwhile, is modelled using OLS regression 
as in Equation (7), and is estimated with robust standard errors.  

 (7) 

In the cross-sectional model above,  is an indicator variable denoting whether the maximum 
number of people waiting behind the focal participant was zero (e.g., she was always in last place).  
Similarly, , , , and , are indicator variables denoting whether the maximum 
number of people waiting behind the focal participant were 2, 3, 4, or 5, respectively.  and 

model the maximum number of people ahead of the participant during her queuing experience. 
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 and 	control for the amount of time the participant spent waiting in the queue,  
controls for the cycle time of the queue, and   controls for the amount of compensation participants 
were being offered to quit the queue. If after controlling for these other factors, waiting in last place was 
associated with diminished perceptions of the worth of waiting, it would explain how last place aversion 
leads to maladaptive reneging. Such a result would suggest that the mere fact of being in last place causes 
people to perceive that the service for which they are queuing is less valuable – despite the fact that being 
in last neither influences the value of the service itself, nor the duration of one’s wait to receive it. 

3.4.6 Analysis and Results. In Table 4, Columns (1-2) examine data for the subsample of participants 

who experienced queue transparency. In Column (1), relative to having a single person waiting behind the 

focal participant, the probability of reneging was marginally higher when participants were in last place (η 

= 2.272, P < 0.10). Again, the effect of being in last place was discontinuous, as shown in Figure 6. Last 

place participants who could see they were in last place, and who were offered the lowest levels of 

compensation for reneging were 3.1 times more likely to quit the queue than participants with a single 

person waiting behind them. These results offer support for H3. Adding more people behind the focal 

participant had no effect on the probability she would renege (Ps>0.25). Unsurprisingly, participants were 

more likely to renege when they were provided more compensation for quitting (η = 0.131, P < 0.01). 

Interestingly however, participants in last place were less sensitive to the amount of the compensation for 

quitting the queue (η = -0.087, P < 0.05), lending further support to the idea last place-induced reneging 

may be maladaptive. Participants with more people waiting behind them were no more nor less sensitive to 

the amount of the compensation for quitting (Ps > 0.14). Column (2) offers a simplified specification, only 

focusing on the differential effect of compensation on the last place individual, and it demonstrates that 

under the lowest levels of compensation, participants in last place were disproportionately more likely to 

renege from the queue (η = 2.915, P < 0.05), than those with a single person waiting behind them, offering 

converging evidence in support of H3. Adding additional people behind the focal participant had no 

incremental effect on the probability they would quit the queue (Ps > 0.29).  Column (3) examines these 

relationships on the subsample of participants who did not experience transparency. When participants 

could not see that they were in last place, they were no more nor less likely to renege (η = 0.668, P = 0.40).  

Column (4) presents the fully-interacted model. Queue transparency marginally reduced the 

probability of reneging from the queue (η = -1.865, P < 0.10), but there exists a significant interaction, 

wherein participants who were able to observe that they were in last place were significantly more likely to 

renege (η = 2.654, P < 0.05), offering further support for H3. This pattern is interesting, in that it suggests 

that queue transparency has a contingent effect on reneging: seeing that one is not in last place reduces the 

probability of reneging, while seeing that one is in last place increases the probability of reneging. 

WAITi WAIT 2i CYCLEi
COMPi
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Consistent with the earlier results, the three-way interaction of transparency, last place, and compensation 

for quitting the queue is significant and negative (η = -0.082, P < 0.05), lending converging evidence that 

last place aversion can lead to maladaptive queuing behavior. Seeing that one is in last place has a 

disproportionate effect on reneging when queueing for services that are more valuable.  

 
Table 4: Reneging behavior is significantly increased by being in last place (Study 4). Columns 1-4 are 
estimated with random effects logistic models. Columns 5-6 are estimated with OLS models. Adjusted R-
squared measures are provided for Columns 5-6. Such metrics cannot be calculated for random effects 
logistic models, and are accordingly not provided in Columns 1-4. All models are estimated with robust 
standard errors, which are shown in parentheses, with Columns 1-4 clustered at the individual level. *, **, 
and ***, signify significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively. Worth of waiting results, which 
are based on a 7-point Likert scale, are substantively similar when modelled with ordered probit regression, 
and are presented in the online appendix.	 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Pr(Renege) Pr(Renege) Pr(Renege) Pr(Renege) Worth waiting Worth waiting

Last place indicator 2.272* 2.915** 0.668 0.493 -0.555*** -0.075
(1.240) (1.223) (0.796) (0.782) (0.189) (0.181)

Two behind indicator -0.792 0.026 0.001 -0.010 -0.078 -0.222
(1.904) (0.553) (0.443) (0.351) (0.192) (0.168)

Three behind indicator -0.743 0.706 0.685 0.677* -0.232 -0.286
(2.211) (0.672) (0.502) (0.398) (0.214) (0.197)

Four behind indicator -4.182 0.367 0.380 0.351 -0.449* -0.378*
(3.637) (0.890) (0.719) (0.571) (0.258) (0.226)

Five behind indicator - - -0.600 -0.877 -0.043 -0.285
(1.196) (1.151) (0.284) (0.278)

Renege indicator -2.744***
(0.248)

Transparency -1.865*
(1.069)

Transparency x last place 2.654**
(1.156)

Compensation to quit 0.131*** 0.143** 0.088*** 0.091*** -0.022*** -0.016***
(0.033) (0.059) (0.017) (0.018) (0.004) (0.004)

Last place indicator x compensation -0.087** -0.103** -0.018 -0.019
(0.034) (0.042) (0.020) (0.020)

Two behind indicator x compensation 0.024
(0.051)

Three behind indicator x compensation 0.042
(0.060)

Four behind indicator x compensation 0.123
(0.083)

Five behind indicator x compensation 0.000
(0.000)

Transparency x compensation 0.048
(0.029)

Transparency x last place x compensation -0.082**
(0.032)

Number ahead 1.393*** 1.356* 0.062 0.566** -1.761*** -0.319
(0.406) (0.732) (0.295) (0.235) (0.276) (0.276)

Number ahead2 -0.201*** -0.195* -0.017 -0.088** 0.264*** 0.040
(0.064) (0.105) (0.046) (0.036) (0.038) (0.039)

Time since joining queue 0.005 -0.004 -0.016 -0.009 0.018*** -0.013**
(0.015) (0.051) (0.011) (0.009) (0.005) (0.005)

Time since joining queue2 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000*** 0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Cycle time -0.022 -0.020 -0.042 -0.034
(0.042) (0.040) (0.039) (0.028)

Female indicator -0.918** -0.833 -0.786** -0.825*** 0.272** 0.221**
(0.458) (0.603) (0.335) (0.265) (0.122) (0.110)

Age 0.002 0.001 -0.002 -0.000 0.017*** 0.018***
(0.021) (0.019) (0.015) (0.012) (0.005) (0.004)

Education 0.037 0.038 -0.021 0.012 -0.022 0.000
(0.161) (0.146) (0.136) (0.102) (0.045) (0.040)

Constant -10.318*** -10.136** -5.700*** -6.844*** 6.806*** 6.498***
(1.989) (4.734) (1.487) (1.234) (0.503) (0.451)

Observations 4,949 4,949 5,244 10,208 670 670
Number of participants 665 665 753 1,418 670 670
Model selection RE Logit RE Logit RE Logit RE Logit OLS OLS
Sample selection Transparent Transparent Non-Transparent Full sample Transparent Transparent
Adjusted R-squared 0.174 0.330
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Figure 6: Marginal effects plot (Study 4). The results demonstrate a discontinuity, wherein people were 
more likely to renege from queues when they were transparently waiting in last place. Controlling for all 
factors included in the fully-specified model, participants who were offered the lowest levels of 
compensation for quitting were 3.10 times more likely during any given ten second interval to renege from 
the queue, relative to having just one person waiting behind them. Observations were recorded every ten 
seconds, as well as during any instance when participants reneged. 95% confidence intervals are provided. 

These results have important practical implications. First, they reveal that participants who were in last 

place were more likely to quit the line, giving up on the service entirely. Second, the results suggest that 

the effects may be most significant in less discretionary queuing contexts, where the cost of abandonment 

may be more severe for the customer. It should be noted that these results do not speak to behaviors in non-

discretionary queuing environments, wherein completion utility is so high (and/or abandonment disutility 

is so high) as to preclude reneging. In such environments, it seems reasonable to assume that the benefits 

of waiting (and/or the high costs of quitting) would outweigh the pain of last place aversion, though this 

question remains an opportunity for future research. Finally, these results highlight queue transparency as 

a lever that may be used to reduce customer defections due to last place aversion. For example, since queue 

transparency reduces defections when people are not in last place, but increases defections when people are 

in last place, managers of a call center may be well served by providing information to customers about the 

state of the queue in front of them until a queue has accumulated behind them. Thereafter, the call center 

might transition to providing transparency about the shrinking line ahead, and the growing line behind. 

Why does last place aversion in queues lead to reneging? Columns (5-6) test perceptions of the worth 

of waiting as a potential mechanism. Intuitively, the last place participant, who sees that no one is willing 

to wait longer for the service than she is, may question whether the benefits of continuing to wait outweigh 

the costs of doing so. The inability to make a downward social comparison – in particular, the absence of a 
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person who is willing to wait longer for service than she is – calls into question whether continuing her own 

wait is worthwhile. Since transparency is a requirement for one to know her relative position, these tests 

focus on the subsample of participants who experienced transparent waits. Column (5) shows that 

participants who spent the duration of their wait in last place reported lower perceptions of the worth of 

waiting (θ = -0.555; P < 0.01). Column (6) shows that these diminished perceptions of the worth of waiting 

were especially acute among those who chose to renege from the queue (θ = -2.744, P < 0.01), and that 

after accounting for whether an individual reneged, those who persisted in last place did not report 

perceptions that were significantly diminished (θ = -0.075, P = 0.68). These results are consistent with the 

idea that part of what may drive the effect of last place aversion in queues is the absence of a target for 

downward social comparison. When there is no one who is worse off, the last place individual is left feeling 

uncertain about whether waiting in the queue itself is worthwhile and may choose to defect in response.  

3.5 Study 5: Last place aversion and service performance (H4) 

Studies 1-4 have provided evidence of the individual-level effects of last place aversion on customers. 

An open question is whether these individual-level effects propagate such that they have system-level 

consequences. Study 5 addresses this question by comparing the performance of paired treatment and 

control queues, formed contemporaneously, manipulated such that participants waiting in the treatment 

queue never feel as though they are in last place. This design enables a direct investigation of whether last 

place aversion hinders the number of customers who receive service in a queuing system, as hypothesized 

in H4.   

3.5.1 Participants: 444 participants (44.3% female, Mage=38.59, SD=11.79) completed this study on 

the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform in exchange for 25 cents, with an opportunity to earn a 50-cent 

bonus for waiting in a queue.  

3.5.2 Design and Procedure: Study 5 replicated the basic online study design, except as participants 

arrived, treatment and control queues were created contemporaneously, with arriving participants being 

alternately assigned to join one or the other. As shown in Figure 3C, participants were only able to observe 

the queue to which they were assigned, but constructing pairs of queues in this alternating fashion ensured 

that arrival rates between paired treatment and control queues were practically identical (Figure 7). 

Moreover, to facilitate comparability across paired treatment and control queues, avatars were randomly 

selected to represent corresponding arrivals within each pair identically (e.g., the first arrival to each paired 

control and treatment queue would be represented with the same randomly-selected avatars). These design 

choices were intended to ensure that paired treatment and control queues would be experienced by 
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participants to be as similar as possible – except for the experimental manipulation. Namely, the treatment 

queue in each paired queue system was manipulated so that no participant ever viewed herself to be in last 

place. Each participant in a treatment queue saw the queue represented exactly as it was formed by the 

arrival of other participants, except with an extra digital confederate, represented by an additional 

randomly-chosen avatar, waiting behind her in line. These digital confederates, which were 

indistinguishable in every way from the avatars of actual participants waiting in the queue, never defected 

for the duration of the participant’s wait. Others, who arrived after, were shown to be waiting in the queue 

behind the digital confederate. Critically, each participant in a treatment queue could only see her own 

digital confederate, such that the line appeared to be exactly one person longer than it was in actuality, with 

that extra person waiting immediately behind the participant. This manipulation was designed to ensure 

that no participant in a treatment queue ever perceived that she was waiting in last place. 

Since there were two conditions in this study, assigned at the queue level, a target of 30 queues per 

condition was established ex-ante, for the purpose of making system-level comparisons. In order to ensure 

comparable arrival processes for the paired queues, an exclusion criterion was devised wherein all 

participants in a queue pair had to arrive within the same 90-second interval. Allowing too much arrival 

time dispersion would lead to disparities in the formation of the paired queues, reducing their length and 

their comparability, and would compromise the believability of the experimental manipulation by making 

the proximate arrival and persistence of the digital confederates seem less likely. Data collection proceeded 

until at least 30 queue pairs had been collected that satisfied these criteria. The resulting sample included 

37 queue pairs, composed of 74 queues and 444 participants. 

3.4.3 Independent measures. To control for the experience of participants at the queue level, average 

cycle times of each queue were measured. Participants in treatment queues spent an average of 23.26 

seconds responding to the survey (SD = 4.88), while participants in control queues spent an average of 

23.34 seconds responding (SD = 6.38). As in prior studies, data on participants’ gender, age, and education 

level were also collected, and for the analysis are aggregated at the queue level. 

3.4.4 Dependent Measures. The focal dependent measures for this study were the number of 

participants who chose to renege from each queue, the number of participants who reneged while in last 

place, and the number of participants who received service. An average of 1.27 participants reneged from 

each control queue (SD = 0.99), 85.1% of whom were in last place when they reneged.  An average of 0.76 

participants reneged from the average treatment queue (SD = 0.76), 82.1% of whom were in last place when 

they reneged (i.e., with only the digital confederate waiting behind them). Interestingly, the proportion of 

participants who departed from the queue who were in last place when they reneged was similar in the 
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treatment and control queues. However, 40.4% fewer participants left in total in the treatment queues, 

suggesting that the elimination of last place aversion had a substantive effect on the number of participants 

who received service. Accordingly, an average of 4.73 participants received service in the control queues 

(SD = 0.99), compared with an average of 5.24 participants in the treatment queues (SD = 0.76). 

 
Figure 7: Cumulative counts of participants who arrived, reneged, and were served over time (Study 5). 
Black lines represent treatment queues, where digital confederates were used to ensure participants never 
felt as though they were in last place. Grey lines represent paired queues without this treatment. Fewer 
participants reneged and more participants were served in the treatment queues, suggesting that addressing 
last place aversion has the potential to increase service provision. Standard error bars are displayed. 

 

3.4.5 Empirical approach. Counts of the number of participants who reneged, reneged while they were 

in last place, and were served, , were modelled using a Poisson regression with robust standard 

errors clustered at the queue pair level, as modelled in Equation (8) below: 

   (8) 

In the equation above,  is a queue-level indicator variable denoting whether the queue was in 
the treatment condition.  represents the average cycle time of the queue.  represents the 
proportion of female participants, and the average ages and education levels of the participants waiting in 
each queue.  
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Table 5: Eliminating the effects of last place aversion increases the number of customers who are served 
in a queuing system (Study 5). Owing to the count dependent measures, all columns are estimated with 
Poisson regression with robust standard errors, clustered at the queue-pair level. *, **, and ***, signify 
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively. 
 

3.4.6 Analysis and results. In Table 5, Column 1 demonstrates that, after controlling for the speed and 

demographic composition of the queue, 47.3% fewer participants in the treatment condition, who because 

of the digital confederates were not made to experience last place aversion, quit the line when they were in 

last place (ι = -0.641, P < 0.05), i.e., when no actual participants were waiting behind them. Column 2 

shows that this reduction contributed to a 43.5% reduction in total reneging from treatment queues (ι = -

0.572, P < 0.05). Column 3 demonstrates that the reduction in total defections is attributable to the reduction 

in those who departed the queue while in last place (ι = 0.830, P < 0.01), with the treatment having an 

insignificant effect on reducing other defections (ι = 0.004, P = 0.98). Finally, Column 4 shows that 12.5% 

more people received service in the treatment queues, when the effects of last place aversion were nullified 

(ι = 0.118, P < 0.05).  Indeed, untabulated analyses show that, although average service rates were 

statistically indistinguishable among the treatment and control queues (ι = 0.21, P = 0.87), the average peak 

queue length was 9.5% longer (ι = 0.360, P < 0.05) and the average wait of the last to arrive was 13.5% 

longer (ι = 13.27, P < 0.10) in the treated queues. Taken together, these results provide support for H4, 

suggesting that last place aversion can reduce the number of customers who receive service in a queuing 

system. 

 
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Reneged in last 

place count Reneged count Reneged count Served count

Treatment indicator -0.641** -0.572** 0.004 0.118**
(0.286) (0.229) (0.127) (0.047)

Reneged in last place count 0.830***
(0.086)

Cycle time 0.024 0.021 -0.008 -0.005
(0.016) (0.013) (0.007) (0.004)

Female percentage -0.211 -0.107 0.326 0.022
(0.607) (0.561) (0.291) (0.121)

Average age -0.041* -0.033* -0.002 0.007**
(0.023) (0.019) (0.009) (0.003)

Average education -0.150 -0.076 0.124 0.018
(0.127) (0.129) (0.090) (0.029)

Constant 1.841* 1.428 -1.399** 1.313***
(1.093) (0.962) (0.685) (0.221)

Model selection Poisson Poisson Poisson Poisson
Queue-level observations 74 74 74 74
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4. General discussion 
In five studies, conducted in physical and virtual queuing environments, this paper has demonstrated that 

last place aversion is a potent driver of the experiences of people waiting in queues, driving maladaptive 

behaviors that hinder service provision. As initial evidence, an observational analysis of a grocery store 

queuing environment reveals that customers waiting for service are more likely to switch queues when they 

are in last place, controlling for the number of people ahead of them, how long they have been waiting, and 

how fast the line is moving (Study 1). Subsequent studies provide converging evidence of the effects of last 

place aversion, disentangling it from the linear effect of the number of customers behind in the queue, 

tracing out its implications for experiences and behaviors, identifying a psychological mechanism 

underlying the effect, and highlighting a potential managerial approach for reducing its impact in practice.  

The results demonstrate that waiting in last place can diminish satisfaction and increase perceptions of 

wait duration (Study 2). The results further reveal that the negative experiences engendered by being in last 

place affect peoples’ behavior. When people are in last place, they are more likely to switch queues (Study 

3) and more likely to abandon queues altogether (Study 4). Subsequent analysis reveals that these behaviors 

can be maladaptive. People who are driven to switch queues while in last place may do so in the absence 

of strategic reasons for switching, increasing the overall duration of their wait without improving their own 

satisfaction (Study 3). Moreover, people in last place may be more likely to quit queues when persisting 

would be advantageous, since being in last place causes them to perceive the wait to be less worthwhile 

(Study 4). The results provide evidence that actively managing queue transparency, by obscuring from 

customers when they are in last place, and revealing to customers when they are not in last place, holds 

promise for reducing abandonment (Study 4), and a system-level analysis shows how nullifying the effects 

of last place aversion in queues can increase the number of customers who are served in a queuing system 

(Study 5). 	
 
4.1 Managerial implications 
 
Although considerable attention is devoted to designing efficient service processes that reduce waiting 

times and to designing experiences that manage customers’ perceptions of what’s ahead of them in the 

queue, this research highlights the counterintuitive and outsized effect of what’s taking place behind them 

– in particular, whether they’re in last place. Since the last place customer is readily identifiable in any 

queue, these dynamics have important practical implications for managers, who can design queuing 

environments and service practices that account for the powerful effects of last place aversion. This section 

highlights a handful of important managerial implications that arise from this research. 
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4.1.1 Last place aversion undermines experiences and drives maladaptive customer behaviors. The 

present research reveals how a factor that is often ignored by service managers – in particular, whether a 

queuing customer is in last place – can wield considerable influence over how she perceives and engages 

in queueing environments. In the present research, after controlling for other factors, participants who spent 

the duration of their wait in last place reported declines in satisfaction that were the same as waiting an 

additional 70 seconds for service – equivalent to waiting behind two extra people. People queuing in last 

place were nearly 2.5 times more likely to switch queues, even in the absence of visual information that 

would have enabled them to switch strategically, which prolonged their wait times and further diminished 

their satisfaction. Moreover, being in last place more than tripled the probability of defecting from queues 

in which it would have been most worthwhile to persist. This pattern of results, wherein last place aversion 

leads to negative outcomes for customers and service firms alike, casts it as an opportunity for mutually 

advantageous service innovation.    

4.1.2. The effects of last place aversion can be mitigated through thoughtful service design. Study 4 

highlights how queue transparency is one lever that can be used to dampen the negative behavioral effects 

of last place aversion in queues. What’s interesting about this intervention is that it highlights both the 

demotivating and motivating aspects of last place aversion. Controlling for other factors, when participants 

could see they were in last place in a less discretionary queuing environment (5 cents offered for quitting), 

they were 1.5 times more likely to renege than when they could not see they were in last place. In contrast, 

when participants could not see that there was a person waiting behind them, they were twice as likely to 

renege than when they could see they were not in last place. This pattern of results suggests that 

interventions that engage, distract, or obscure one’s relative position when they are in last place, and that 

emphasize one’s relative position when they are not, may help motivate individuals to stay the course.  

4.1.3 Addressing last place aversion can lead to more customers receiving service. Study 5 

demonstrates the potential for service firms that are able to successfully address the negative effects of last 

place aversion. When experiences were managed such that participants were not able to perceive themselves 

as being in last place, overall defections fell by 43.5%, and 12.5% more people were served, holding 

constant the arrival and service rates. These results suggest that when increasing the speed of service may 

be costly or otherwise difficult, a promising alternative may be to allocate resources to improve the 

experiences of those at the back of the queue – in particular, the experiences of those who are in last place.  

 
4.2 Limitations and opportunities for future research 

An important caveat is that just as last place aversion may be an innate part of human psychology, it may 

also be a natural process that regulates the length of queues – a means by which those with the least invested 
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in the interaction can censor themselves from the system, thereby preventing the realization of exponential 

queue growth that occurs when the arrival rate exceeds the service rate. In congested queuing environments, 

reducing abandonment by actively managing last place aversion may lead to longer lines and broader 

challenges with the operation, which would be a fruitful area for future research. Furthermore, all of the 

queues examined in this paper were relatively short – with six or fewer people waiting. Future research 

could examine how last place aversion manifests in longer queues, and how the dynamics of addressing its 

effects in longer queues may differ. For example, it may be the case that the feeling of being in “last place” 

in a longer queue expands beyond the individual at the very end of the line. Moreover, future work could 

delve more deeply into the mechanisms that lead to increased queue switching and abandonment while in 

last place. Finally, to the extent that alleviating last place aversion makes people persist longer in queues, 

managers who address it may be able to serve an equivalent number of customers by staffing fewer servers 

and maintaining a slower service rate. On the other hand, to the extent that increased customer persistence 

boosts the average queue length, addressing last place aversion may increase balking and reduce the number 

of customers served. These nested tradeoffs are worthy of future analysis.  

Nevertheless, the present results suggest that active management of last place aversion may be 

beneficial in many contexts and that thoughtful consideration of its effects may improve experiences in 

performance in a wide array of settings. For example, operations could be designed to facilitate social 

comparisons among customers in ways that help them more deeply engage in their own medical care, save 

more for their own retirement, or persist in their pursuit of exercise or education. Similarly, these insights 

hold promise for improving the productivity and performance of employees. These results provide 

converging evidence with prior research (Kuziemko et al. 2014; Song et al. 2018) that the desires to get out 

of and to avoid falling into last place, are powerful motivators that can help drive human behavior. 
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Online appendix for “Last Place Aversion in Queues” 

Study 2: Queue Perceptions, Simulated Queue (H1) 

Study 2 used a controlled experiment with simulated queues to test whether waiting in last place 

(relative to waiting in second-to-last place) affected participants’ wait satisfaction and perceptions 

of the duration of the wait. Supplemental results presented below demonstrate that the results are 

robust to including direct controls for wait duration, which itself is highly correlated with starting 

queue position (ρ=0.99), owing to the deterministic nature of the queuing environment, wherein 

every simulated individual was programmed to take 18 seconds to complete the task (Appendix 
Table 1). Additionally, supplemental results demonstrate that the wait satisfaction results, which 

were measured using a 7-point Likert scale, and are modelled using OLS regression in the 

manuscript to facilitate coefficient interpretation are robust when modelled using Ordered Probit 

regression (Appendix Table 2), (Maddala 1983).  

 
Appendix Table 1: Participants were less satisfied and perceived marginally longer waits when 
they spent the duration of their wait in last place, although waiting in last place had no impact on 
actual wait duration; after controlling for wait duration (Study 2). All models are estimated with 
OLS regression with robust standard errors shown in parentheses. *, **, and ***, signify 
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Wait 

satisfaction
Wait 

satisfaction
Wait 

satisfaction
Wait 

estimate
Wait 

estimate
Wait 

estimate Actual wait

Last place indicator -0.249** -0.247** -0.248** 6.822* 6.677* 6.793* 0.150
(0.122) (0.122) (0.122) (3.849) (3.856) (3.857) (0.264)

Starting queue position -0.297*** -0.111 18.815*** 15.387** 18.036***
(0.042) (0.365) (1.345) (7.450) (0.106)

Wait duration -0.016*** -0.010 1.032*** 0.190
(0.002) (0.020) (0.074) (0.407)

Female indicator 0.199 0.194 0.196 -4.172 -3.846 -4.110 -0.330
(0.122) (0.122) (0.122) (3.892) (3.904) (3.919) (0.265)

Age 0.013*** 0.013*** 0.013*** 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.001
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.129) (0.129) (0.129) (0.009)

Education -0.059 -0.056 -0.057 -2.060 -2.208 -2.087 0.141*
(0.048) (0.048) (0.048) (1.391) (1.389) (1.396) (0.082)

Constant 5.939*** 6.013*** 5.989*** 4.308 -0.042 3.392 4.819***
(0.292) (0.295) (0.305) (7.961) (7.980) (7.907) (0.494)

Observations 499 499 499 499 499 499 499
Adjusted R-squared 0.106 0.107 0.105 0.290 0.287 0.288 0.987
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Appendix Table 2: Participants were less satisfied and perceived marginally longer waits when 
they spent the duration of their wait in last place, although waiting in last place had no impact on 
actual wait duration, using ordinal probit regression (Study 2). Column 1 is modelled with ordered 
probit regression and Columns 2-3 are modelled with OLS regression with robust standard errors 
shown in parentheses. *, **, and ***, signify significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels 
respectively. 

Appendix Study: Queue Perceptions, Actual Queue (H1) 

Study 1 revealed that there is a behavioral tendency for customers to switch queues when they 

are in last place, hinting that being in last place may have a substantive effect on customer 

experiences, independent of other queuing dynamics. Study 2 explores the effect of last place 

aversion on customer experiences – specifically, on how being in last place affects customer 

perceptions of wait duration and wait time satisfaction. To do so, participants were recruited online 

to wait in an actual queue to complete a five-question survey. As such, this online experiment, and 

the others that follow, served as field tests of the experiences and behaviors of people waiting in 

actual queues, but the digital nature of these experiments facilitated higher fidelity data collection 

and better experimental control than could be achieved with physical queuing environments.  

(1) (2) (3)
Wait satisfaction Wait estimate Actual wait

Last place indicator -0.191** 6.822* 0.150
(0.094) (3.849) (0.264)

Starting queue position -0.237*** 18.815*** 18.036***
(0.034) (1.345) (0.106)

Female indicator 0.175* -4.172 -0.330
(0.095) (3.892) (0.265)

Age 0.009** 0.037 0.001
(0.004) (0.129) (0.009)

Education -0.053 -2.060 0.141*
(0.038) (1.391) (0.082)

Cut point 1 -2.810***
(0.283)

Cut point 2 -2.439***
(0.263)

Cut point 3 -1.956***
(0.254)

Cut point 4 -1.203***
(0.239)

Cut point 5 -0.492**
(0.236)

Cut point 6 0.157
(0.237)

Constant 4.308 4.819***
(7.961) (0.494)

Observations 499 499 499
Model Ordered Probit OLS OLS
Pseudo/Adjusted R-squared 0.0382 0.290 0.987
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Importantly, apart from the experimental manipulations of interest, which where applicable 

are described in detail in the methods sections of each of the studies that follow, these digital queues 

were allowed to evolve naturally, in accordance with the behaviors of the people waiting in them. 

This behavioral variation is instrumented and controlled for in the econometric specifications 

presented, which facilitates clean identification of the effects of interest and high internal validity, 

but the natural evolution that is afforded by studying actual queues, rather than simulated ones, 

leads to greater external validity of the results that follow. 

3.2.1 Participants. 301 participants (40.2% female, Mage=34.67, SD=11.50) completed this 

experiment on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform in exchange for 50 cents (Buhrmester, 

Kwang, and Gosling 2011; Mason and Suri 2012). Participants were recruited to take part in a five-

question survey, and were informed that completing the survey would take 2-5 minutes.  

3.2.2 Design and procedure. As each participant arrived and completed the informed consent 

process, they were directed to join a first-come, first-served virtual queue to answer a five-question 

survey. In order to manage their wait duration, each virtual queue’s capacity was capped at a 

maximum of six participants. When the sixth participant was assigned to a particular queue, the 

queue was closed to new arrivals, and a new queue was opened. This design feature ensured that 

participants never waited for more than five other participants to complete the survey. It also 

ensured as-if random variation in participants’ relative positions in the queue. The target sample 

size of 300 participants was chosen in order to capture observations of at least 50 participants who 

experienced the full duration of their wait in last place. 

 

 
 
Appendix Figure 2: Queue display for virtual field study. Participants were able to see their own 
position in the queue, as well as those of other participants, tracking the queue state in real time.  

As participants waited to complete the survey, they were able to observe their current position 

and progress in the queue, depicted from above, progressing from the top to the bottom of the screen 
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(Appendix Figure 2). Each participant’s current position in the queue was represented pictorially, 

as well as in words – for example, “You are currently fourth in line to take the survey.” Each 

participant saw himself or herself represented as one of six randomly selected, stylized icons, 

depicting the head and shoulders of a person standing in line with the word “YOU” superimposed 

on top of it. Other participants were represented with similar randomly selected icons that varied 

by color. Throughout the experiment, each participant’s avatar was consistently represented to 

others in their queue. 

 Participants were directed to take the survey when the participant in front of them in the queue 

completed it. Importantly, the design of this study diverges from the others in the manuscript by 

not having an interstitial step where participants had to click a button within 10 seconds to progress 

to the survey. The average participant spent 35.49 seconds responding to the survey questions, but 

some participants lingered for far longer (SD = 96.11 seconds). In order to manage the experiment 

duration for participants waiting behind particularly slow respondents, the experiment also allowed 

the next participant in line to advance if the person taking the survey had spent more than 60 

seconds responding. 93.36% of participants completed the survey in less than 60 seconds. 

While participants were waiting for their turn to take the survey, a digital display of the queue 

faithfully represented their progress. If a participant surfed away from the experiment, other 

participants in the queue observed their departure, and those waiting behind the departing 

participant advanced in the queue. Similarly, as participants in the front of the queue exited to take 

the survey, their departure was visible to the participants waiting behind them. When the queue 

updated, the graphical and textual representations of their position in the queue were updated too. 

3.2.3 Independent measures. As participants waited to complete the survey, data were 

recorded every ten seconds on the number of participants in front of them in the queue (M = 1.82, 

SD = 0.93), the average number of participants behind them in the queue (M = 1.32, SD = 1.07), 

whether they were in last place (M = 0.44, SD = 1.07), and the number of seconds that had elapsed 

since they joined the queue. Given that the objective of this experiment was to test how positional 

and queue-related factors influence how people perceive and experience waiting, these data were 

aggregated to the queuing experience level, so as to best characterize the distinct nature of each 

participant’s wait. The maximum number of people each participant experienced in front of them 

in the queue (e.g., the queue length at arrival) (M = 2.47, SD = 1.71) and behind them in the queue 

(M = 1.89, SD = 1.52) were encoded, and an indicator variable was created noting which 

participants spent the entirety of their waits in last place (M = 0.24, SD = 0.43).  The amount of 
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time each participant waited in the queue (M = 58.82 seconds, SD = 37.02 seconds), and the average 

cycle time of the queue in which each participant waited (M = 35.49, SD = 39.13) was also captured. 

3.2.4 Survey measures. After waiting in the queue, participants were asked to rate their wait 

satisfaction, “Please rate your overall satisfaction with the length of your wait, on a scale of 1-7 

(1= extremely dissatisfied; 7 = Extremely satisfied),” (M = 4.34, SD = 1.64) and to estimate the 

duration of their wait, “Please estimate how long you waited to take the survey (in seconds),” (M 

= 82.93, SD = 65.45). Due to the nature of the free text response field, this average was skewed 

upward by outliers. The maximum wait time experienced by any participant in this study was 195 

seconds. Participants whose estimates exceeded 900 seconds (N = 2), where there existed a 

discontinuous break in wait time estimates, were excluded from the analysis, though the results are 

substantively similar if all observations are included. Participants were also asked to report their 

gender, their year of birth, and the highest level of education they had completed. Participants who 

left survey questions blank (N = 3) were also excluded, resulting in a final sample of 296 

participants (40.9% female, Mage=34.63, SD=11.49).  

3.2.5 Empirical strategy. As depicted in Equation 2, ex-post perceptions of the queue – 

participants’ perceptions of how long they waited, and how satisfied they were with their wait –

were modeled cross-sectionally as a function of positional and queue-related dynamics they 

experienced during their wait: 

    (1) 

In the above specification,  is an indicator variable denoting whether the participant 
spent the full duration of their wait in last place.  and  , and  and

 captured the non-linear effect of the maximum number of people ahead and behind the 
participant during their waiting experience,  captured the total duration of their wait, and 

 captured the average cycle time of the queue in which they waited.  
captures the interaction between waiting in last place and the duration of the wait – to determine 
whether the effects of last place aversion on perceptions depends on the amount of time one waits 
in last place. Finally,  represents a vector of control variables, denoting the participant’s gender, 
age, and level of education. Controlling for these factors, participants who spent their queuing 
experience in last place were hypothesized to be less satisfied than those who waited in other parts 
of the queue, which serves as the test of H1. 

PERCEPTIONSi = f

LASTi + AHEADi + AHEAD
2
i +

BEHINDi + BEHIND
2
i +WAITi +

CYCLEi + LASTi ×WAITi + Xi + εi
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⎞
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3.2.6 Analysis and results. Wait estimates and wait satisfaction were modeled using OLS 

regression with robust standard errors (Appendix Table 3). The results are substantively similar 

when the wait satisfaction measure, which was captured on a 7-point Likert scale is modelled using 

Ordered Probit regression (Maddala 1983) (Appendix Table 4), but the OLS specifications are 

featured as the primary analysis to facilitate coefficient interpretation.  

As shown in Appendix Table 3, Column 1, the proportion of time a participant spent in last 

place had no effect on their estimate of the duration of their wait (β = 4.990, P = 0.647), suggesting 

that being in last place does not make a wait feel longer. The most significant predictor of a 

participant’s estimate of their wait time was the actual duration of their wait (β = 1.266, P < 0.01). 

Notably, participants in this setting overestimated the time they spent waiting in line, indicated by 

the coefficient on wait time being greater than 1 (F(1,287)=6.57, P=0.01). A rich stream of 

empirical queuing literature has found that people both overestimate and underestimate wait times 

(for an excellent review, see Allon and Kremer, 2019), but that overestimation, consistent with 

what is observed here, is often the norm when waits are unoccupied and delay announcements are 

not provided, as was the case in Study 2.  Interestingly, controlling for other factors, the average 

cycle time of the queue had a negative and significant relationship with perceived wait time (β = -

0.134, P = 0.05). Perhaps the salience of spending more time engaged in the service process at the 

front of a queue dampens perceptions of the amount of time one waited to be served, after the actual 

duration of their wait has been controlled.  

Columns 2-3 begin to disentangle the determinants of wait time satisfaction. Column 2 shows 

that satisfaction is negatively affected by the duration of the wait (βs < -0.15, Ps < 0.01). In Column 

2, participants reported marginally lower levels of satisfaction when there had been more people 

ahead of them in the queue (β = -0.164, P < 0.10), and when there had been more people behind 

them in the queue (β = -0.146, P < 0.10). Column 3 demonstrates the non-linearity of these effects. 

Controlling for other factors, participants were less satisfied with their wait when there had been 

more people in front of them (β = -0.634, P < 0.01), but at a decreasing rate (β = 0.113, P < 0.01). 

Moreover, consistent with prior research on downward social comparison (Zhou and Soman 2003), 

participants reported higher levels of satisfaction when there were more people behind them in the 

queue (β = 0.722, P < 0.01), but this effect too was attenuated as the number of people behind the 

participant increased (β = -0.183, P < 0.01). In both specifications, the average cycle time of the 

queue proved to be an insignificant determinant of satisfaction, likely owing to its strong 

mathematical dependence on the number of people in front of the focal participant, and the wait 

duration that participant experienced (βs < 0.003, Ps > 0.213) (Little 1961). 
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Appendix Table 3: Estimate of wait time is unaffected by the proportion of time a participant spent in last place, but their wait satisfaction is 
negatively affected by the amount of time they spent in last place (Appendix Study). All models are estimated with OLS regression and robust 
standard errors, are shown in parentheses. *, **, and ***, signify significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Wait Estimate Wait Satisfaction Wait Satisfaction Wait Satisfaction Wait Satisfaction Wait Satisfaction

Wait time 1.266*** -0.015*** -0.018*** -0.018*** -0.017*** -0.025***

(0.104) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005)

Always in last place 4.990 -0.900* -1.190*** -2.078***

(10.890) (0.468) (0.273) (0.425)

Always in last place × wait time 0.016**

(0.007)

Maximum number ahead -4.679 -0.164* -0.634*** -0.603*** -0.528*** -0.146

(3.209) (0.099) (0.171) (0.177) (0.178) (0.258)

Maximum number ahead2 0.113*** 0.107*** 0.089** 0.009

(0.038) (0.039) (0.038) (0.052)

Maximum number behind -1.506 -0.146* 0.722*** 0.061 -0.297*** -0.359***

(3.712) (0.082) (0.242) (0.447) (0.090) (0.090)

Maximum number behind2 -0.183*** -0.068

(0.051) (0.086)

Cycle time -0.134** 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.003

(0.068) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Female indicator 4.519 0.221 0.183 0.168 0.169 0.174

(6.094) (0.179) (0.178) (0.177) (0.176) (0.175)

Age 0.399 0.018** 0.018** 0.017** 0.016** 0.019**

(0.364) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

Education 1.032 -0.058 -0.070 -0.071 -0.070 -0.066

(2.369) (0.067) (0.066) (0.065) (0.064) (0.064)

Constant 7.406 5.307*** 5.115*** 5.920*** 6.216*** 6.426***

(19.388) (0.485) (0.496) (0.623) (0.473) (0.465)

Observations 296 296 296 296 296 296
Adjusted R-squared 0.398 0.186 0.212 0.219 0.220 0.237
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Appendix Table 4: Estimate of wait time is unaffected by the proportion of time a participant spent in last 
place, but their wait satisfaction is negatively affected by the amount of time they spent in last place 
(Appendix Study). Model 1 is estimated with OLS regression, and Models (2-6) are estimated with Ordered 
Probit regression. Robust standard errors, are shown in parentheses. *, **, and ***, signify significance at 
the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively. 

Importantly, Column 4 demonstrates that this non-linear effect of the number of people behind the 

participant on wait time satisfaction was attributable to last place aversion. Introducing an indicator variable 

for participants who spent the duration of their wait in last place revealed a negative, and marginally 

significant relationship with wait satisfaction (β = -0.900, P < 0.10), while reducing the binomial 

coefficients on the number of people behind the participant to insignificance, (β = 0.061, P = 0.89) and (β 

= -0.068, P = 0.43), respectively. Column 5 shows that after controlling for whether the participant spent 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Wait Estimate Wait Satisfaction Wait Satisfaction Wait Satisfaction Wait Satisfaction Wait Satisfaction

Wait time 1.266*** -0.010*** -0.013*** -0.013*** -0.012*** -0.019***
(0.104) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004)

Always in last place 4.990 -0.645* -0.893*** -1.600***
(10.890) (0.344) (0.202) (0.325)

Always in last place × wait time 0.013***
(0.005)

Maximum number ahead -4.679 -0.125* -0.538*** -0.515*** -0.446*** -0.156
(3.209) (0.069) (0.136) (0.141) (0.135) (0.193)

Maximum number ahead2 0.096*** 0.092*** 0.076*** 0.015
(0.029) (0.030) (0.028) (0.038)

Maximum number behind -1.506 -0.107* 0.568*** 0.091 -0.219*** -0.272***
(3.712) (0.059) (0.185) (0.339) (0.068) (0.069)

Maximum number behind2 -0.142*** -0.059
(0.039) (0.066)

Cycle time -0.134** 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
(0.068) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Female indicator 4.519 0.150 0.125 0.116 0.118 0.123
(6.094) (0.125) (0.127) (0.126) (0.126) (0.126)

Age 0.399 0.014** 0.014** 0.013** 0.013** 0.015**
(0.364) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Education 1.032 -0.036 -0.045 -0.047 -0.045 -0.042
(2.369) (0.047) (0.047) (0.046) (0.046) (0.046)

Cut point 1 -2.422*** -2.341*** -2.932*** -3.181*** -3.389***
(0.407) (0.413) (0.510) (0.422) (0.421)

Cut point 2 -1.837*** -1.752*** -2.343*** -2.593*** -2.792***
(0.376) (0.384) (0.491) (0.400) (0.404)

Cut point 3 -1.337*** -1.251*** -1.840*** -2.091*** -2.287***
(0.364) (0.373) (0.479) (0.385) (0.390)

Cut point 4 -0.581 -0.483 -1.065** -1.315*** -1.501***
(0.354) (0.365) (0.470) (0.373) (0.376)

Cut point 5 0.133 0.257 -0.314 -0.565 -0.737**
(0.346) (0.359) (0.462) (0.362) (0.365)

Cut point 6 0.774** 0.926** 0.357 0.103 -0.057
(0.347) (0.360) (0.457) (0.358) (0.361)

Constant 7.406
(19.388)

Observations 296 296 296 296 296 296
Model OLS Ordered Probit Ordered Probit Ordered Probit Ordered Probit Ordered Probit
Adjusted/Pseudo R-squared 0.398 0.0608 0.0728 0.0761 0.0752 0.0828
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the duration of their wait in last place, the effect of the number of customers behind is better modeled as a 

linear term. Interestingly, that term reveals that once a waiting participant is no longer in last place, having 

a second and third and fourth person waiting behind her actually diminishes her satisfaction (β = -0.297, P 

< 0.01). Perhaps once a person is able to make a downward social comparison, because they are no longer 

in last place, the effect of adding incrementally more people behind them in the line serves to reduce 

satisfaction by making the number of people waiting, and in turn, the wait itself, more salient. This pattern 

of results is consistent with the idea that the absence of a target for downward social comparison may be 

the psychological process that explains the aversive effects of last place aversion in queues. Once a person 

is no longer in last place, however, a growing queue behind may simply serve as a reminder of the inability 

of the service process to keep up with arrivals.  

After removing the non-linear term from the model, as described above, the negative relationship 

between waiting in last place and satisfaction with the wait intensifies considerably. Controlling for other 

factors, participants who spent the duration of their wait in last place reported wait time satisfaction that 

was lower on average than participants who were not in last place (β = -1.190, P < 0.01). This result offers 

support for H1, and distinguishes the effects of last place aversion from the linear effect of the number of 

people waiting behind in a queue. 

These results are interesting, since the sizable effects of last place aversion persist after controlling for 

the time the participant waited in the line to complete the survey.  This suggests that being in last place is, 

in and of itself, what’s diminishing customer experiences – not the prolonged wait duration that’s associated 

with being in last place. What’s more, these effects are particularly interesting because of their magnitude. 

The drop in wait time satisfaction experienced by a last place participant is the same as the drop experienced 

by participants who waited 70 additional seconds to take the survey – the equivalent of waiting behind two 

additional people. The results suggest that from a satisfaction perspective, participants would rather wait in 

a substantively longer queue to avoid waiting in last place.  

To test whether the pain of waiting in last place intensifies or diminishes as time progresses, Column 

6 incorporates an interaction term between the participant’s total wait duration and the indicator of whether 

they spent the entirety of their wait in last place.  The results suggest that although wait satisfaction 

diminishes for everyone who experiences longer waits, the differential negative impact of being in last 

place on satisfaction is most detrimental for short waits (β = -2.08, P < 0.01), and its negative effects 

diminish over time (β = 0.016, P < 0.05). Practically speaking, this result suggests that interventions that 

target last place individuals early in their waits might be the most fruitful for improving waiting experiences, 

and perhaps for forestalling counterproductive switching and reneging behaviors. 
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These results highlight one way that last place aversion in queues may reduce customer satisfaction. 

Consistent with H1, the mere circumstance of waiting in last place, which is neither under the control of 

the customer nor the firm, is enough to meaningfully diminish wait satisfaction. Studies 3-5 in the 

manuscript investigate how and why the negative experiences attributed to being in last place may translate 

to behaviors that might further affect service performance for customers and firms alike. In particular, they 

explore the effects of last place aversion on switching and reneging behaviors – the customer choices to 

switch from one queue to another, or to opt out of the queue and forgo the service altogether. They also 

investigate the promise of a managerial intervention – queue transparency – for attenuating the negative 

effects of last place aversion in queues – as well as the effect of last place aversion on the capacity of 

queuing systems. 

Study 3: Last place aversion and switching behavior (H2) 

Study 3 investigated switching behavior in an online queuing environment. In the tabulation presented in 

Appendix Table 5, “comparison” is the personal comparison variable, which is used as a control in the 

regression in Column (2) of Table 3. It is calculated as the difference between the number of people in front 

of a participant, and the number of people in the alternative queue (e.g., the number of people who would 

be in front of the participant if they switched). In aggregate, people chose to switch queues in 6.4% of the 

observations analyzed in Study 3. However, as the tabulation shows, people were considerably more likely 

to choose to switch to a shorter queue (27/116 = 23.3% probability of switching to a shorter queue) than to 

switch to a longer one (108/2,495 = 4.3% probability of switching to a longer queue).   

 
Appendix Table 5: Descriptive statistics on the decision to switch queues (Study 3). The comparison 
variable represents the difference between the number of people in front of a participant, and the number 
of people in the alternative queue (e.g., the number of people who would be in front of the participant if 
they switched). Negative numbers represent observations where the participant would give up positional 
advantage by switching. The results demonstrate that people were considerably more likely to switch into 
a shorter queue than into a longer one. 

Comparison
n % n % n %

-6 135 99.3% 1 0.7% 136 100.0%
-5 283 99.6% 1 0.4% 284 100.0%
-4 418 99.3% 3 0.7% 421 100.0%
-3 524 98.5% 8 1.5% 532 100.0%
-2 557 94.9% 30 5.1% 587 100.0%
-1 470 87.9% 65 12.1% 535 100.0%
0 169 79.0% 45 21.0% 214 100.0%
1 46 73.0% 17 27.0% 63 100.0%
2 22 81.5% 5 18.5% 27 100.0%
3 14 82.4% 3 17.6% 17 100.0%
4 7 77.8% 2 22.2% 9 100.0%

Did not switch Switched Total
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Additionally, Appendix Table 6, presented below, augments Table 3 presented in the manuscript, by 

using ordered probit regression to model participant responses to the wait satisfaction question, which was 

captured using a 7-point Likert scale. The results offer consistent evidence. 

 

Appendix Table 6: Being in last place significantly increases switching behavior, and switching prolongs 
wait duration, undermining satisfaction (Study 3). Robust standard errors, clustered at the individual level, 
are shown in parentheses in Columns 1-2. Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses in Columns 3-
4. Columns 1-2 are modelled using Random Effects Logit regressions, Column 3 is modelled using OLS 
regression, and Column 4 is modelled using Ordered Probit regression. Adjusted R-squared metrics cannot 
be calculated for random effects logistic models, and are accordingly not provided in Columns 1-2 *, **, 
and ***, signify significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.  

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Pr(Switch) Pr(Switch) Total wait Wait satisfaction

Last place indicator 1.404*** 1.217***
(0.327) (0.330)

Two behind indicator -0.820 -1.003*
(0.550) (0.595)

Three behind indicator -0.723 -0.408
(0.683) (0.723)

Four behind indicator - -

Five behind indicator -0.899 0.066
(1.081) (1.135)

Number ahead -0.313 -0.477*
(0.252) (0.272)

Number ahead² 0.076 0.066
(0.048) (0.049)

Last place switch indicator 27.220*** -0.525**
(6.988) (0.226)

Other switch indicator 41.252*** -0.328
(11.067) (0.327)

Initial number ahead 3.946 -0.444**
(4.032) (0.173)

Initial number ahead² -0.595 0.055**
(0.583) (0.024)

Imputed wait time without switching 1.037*** -0.006**
(0.079) (0.003)

Time since joining queue -0.020* -0.017
(0.011) (0.012)

Time since joining queue² 0.000 0.000
(0.000) (0.000)

Cycle time -0.015 -0.011
(0.014) (0.014)

Paired queue cycle time -0.022
(0.014)

Paired queue comparison 0.407***
(0.079)

Female indicator -0.538 -0.445 0.519 0.350***
(0.389) (0.380) (3.047) (0.127)

Age -0.064*** -0.065*** -0.041 -0.004
(0.019) (0.019) (0.120) (0.005)

Education -0.006 0.051 0.961 -0.052
(0.128) (0.127) (0.935) (0.044)

Cut point 1 -3.309***
(0.328)

Cut point 2 -2.749***
(0.314)

Cut point 3 -2.011***
(0.296)

Cut point 4 -1.142***
(0.286)

Cut point 5 -0.570**
(0.280)

Cut point 6 0.039
(0.287)

Constant -0.638 0.762 -9.252
(0.960) (0.996) (6.995)

Observations 2,316 2,270 297 296
Model type RE Logit RE Logit OLS Ordered Probit
Adjusted/Pseudo R-squared 0.869 0.123
Number of participants 225 217 297 296
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Study 4: Last place aversion and reneging behavior (H3) 

Study 4 investigated reneging behavior. The supplementary table presented below augments Table 4 

presented in the manuscript, by using ordered probit regression to model participant responses to the worth 

of waiting question, which was captured using a 7-point Likert scale. The results presented in Appendix 
Table 7 offer consistent evidence. 

 
Appendix Table 7: Reneging behavior is significantly increased by being in last place (Study 4). Columns 
1-4 are estimated with random effects logistic models. Columns 5-6 are estimated with Ordered Probit 
models. Pseudo R-squared measures are provided for Columns 5-6. Such metrics cannot be calculated for 
random effects logistic models, and are accordingly not provided in Columns 1-4. All models are estimated 
with robust standard errors, which are shown in parentheses, with Columns 1-4 clustered at the individual 
level. *, **, and ***, signify significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.  

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Pr(Renege) Pr(Renege) Pr(Renege) Pr(Renege) Worth waiting Worth waiting

Last place indicator 2.272* 2.915** 0.668 0.493 -0.365*** -0.067
(1.240) (1.223) (0.796) (0.782) (0.127) (0.135)

Two behind indicator -0.792 0.026 0.001 -0.010 -0.051 -0.157
(1.904) (0.553) (0.443) (0.351) (0.134) (0.133)

Three behind indicator -0.743 0.706 0.685 0.677* -0.174 -0.232
(2.211) (0.672) (0.502) (0.398) (0.155) (0.159)

Four behind indicator -4.182 0.367 0.380 0.351 -0.290 -0.275
(3.637) (0.890) (0.719) (0.571) (0.202) (0.199)

Five behind indicator -0.600 -0.877 -0.143 -0.330
(1.196) (1.151) (0.247) (0.262)

Renege indicator -1.886***
(0.197)

Transparency -1.865*
(1.069)

Transparency x last place 2.654**
(1.156)

Compensation to quit 0.131*** 0.143** 0.088*** 0.091*** -0.015*** -0.011***
(0.033) (0.059) (0.017) (0.018) (0.003) (0.003)

Last place indicator x compensation -0.087** -0.103** -0.018 -0.019
(0.034) (0.042) (0.020) (0.020)

Two behind indicator x compensation 0.024
(0.051)

Three behind indicator x compensation 0.042
(0.060)

Four behind indicator x compensation 0.123
(0.083)

Five behind indicator x compensation 0.000
(0.000)

Transparency x compensation 0.048
(0.029)

Transparency x last place x compensation -0.082**
(0.032)

Number ahead 1.393*** 1.356* 0.062 0.566** -1.116*** -0.235
(0.406) (0.732) (0.295) (0.235) (0.190) (0.210)

Number ahead2 -0.201*** -0.195* -0.017 -0.088** 0.168*** 0.031
(0.064) (0.105) (0.046) (0.036) (0.026) (0.029)

Time since joining queue 0.005 -0.004 -0.016 -0.009 0.010*** -0.011***
(0.015) (0.051) (0.011) (0.009) (0.003) (0.004)

Time since joining queue2 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000*** 0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Cycle time -0.022 -0.020 -0.042 -0.034
(0.042) (0.040) (0.039) (0.028)

Female indicator -0.918** -0.833 -0.786** -0.825*** 0.210** 0.193**
(0.458) (0.603) (0.335) (0.265) (0.084) (0.084)

Age 0.002 0.001 -0.002 -0.000 0.013*** 0.014***
(0.021) (0.019) (0.015) (0.012) (0.004) (0.004)

Education 0.037 0.038 -0.021 0.012 -0.016 -0.001
(0.161) (0.146) (0.136) (0.102) (0.031) (0.031)

Cut point 1 -2.986*** -3.130***
(0.383) (0.387)

Cut point 2 -2.474*** -2.540***
(0.374) (0.374)

Cut point 3 -2.096*** -2.091***
(0.372) (0.368)

Cut point 4 -1.681*** -1.610***
(0.373) (0.370)

Cut point 5 -1.126*** -0.995***
(0.372) (0.370)

Cut point 6 -0.277 -0.085
(0.372) (0.371)

Constant -10.318*** -10.136** -5.700*** -6.844***
(1.989) (4.734) (1.487) (1.234)

Observations 4,949 4,949 5,244 10,208 670 670
Number of participants 665 665 753 1,418 670 670
Model selection RE Logit RE Logit RE Logit RE Logit Ordered Probit Ordered Probit
Sample selection Transparent Transparent Non-Transparent Full sample Transparent Transparent
Pseudo R-squared 0.055 0.104


